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introduCtion
mariusz Szabłowski

in the era of worldwide competition, european cities are the strength of the old 
Continent. Globally, they provide for above-average conditions in which inhabitants 
and visitors live, work and develop. the following factors influence the quality of 
life in european cities: cultural and historical values, spatial order, public security, 
socio-economic relations, and the geographic environment. even if various urbanized 
areas suffer from critical deficiencies in different domains, the balanced attributes of 
cities are a distinctive feature of europe. 

the quality of urban environment promotes the development of civil societies and 
creates space for the europe of knowledge. high-quality sustainable development 
of urban areas is a good strategy for both, europe and poland.

in this publication we wish to draw attention to selected aspects of urban sustainable 
development. the aspects refer to development management, shaping the environ-
ment of urbanized areas, building a friendly city and the future of european cities.
Despite the great variety of subjects brought up by the publication authors, the common 
denominator and an overall thrust seems apparent: a sustainable urban development 
requires participation of local communities.

in european culture, participatory governance is a significant element of identity. not 
all european countries have managed to develop effective tools for social inclusion 
and numerous key decisions are still taken by the inner circles of authorities and 
specialists. Countries which experienced restrictions in the process of democratic 
civil society building should do their utmost to implement effective methods of par-
ticipatory governance. therefore, developing a model of social participation should be 
the key goal of the spatial planning policies. Cities cannot afford losing the unlimited 
resources of the social potential of those who are personally and directly interested 
in the quality of their cities.

the intention of the authors and the aim of their efforts, expressed in this publication, 
is to inspire those who are responsible for the shape of our cities: officials of national 
and local administration, architects, urban planners, engineers, investors, and devel-
opers so that every specialist could always see the broadest possible context of the 
actions taken and balance the needs of all city users, the present and future ones.

this publication would be impossible without the inspiration, engagement and effort 
of many people and institutions. Special thanks are due to the author of the concept 
for ecology Constructively project, the producer of all educational films presented 
throughout the conference course and enclosed with this book, krzysztof baczyński. 
my thanks also go to maciej borsa for his significant input as the conference chair-
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man and facilitator of panel discussions as well as for his invaluable remarks on this 
publication. a big thank you must naturally also go to the other authors of this book: 
Jacek Godlewski, Janusz korzeń, Dominika brodowicz, and katarzyna Sadowy for their 
factual input, creative performance as workshop facilitators and for their patience in 
the editorial work.
 
let me express my special appreciation and thanks for the inspiration and uplifting 
support to all conference and workshops participants, the speakers and guests who 
were too many to mention by name. in total, nearly 200 participants made their 
notable contribution to the expertise and positive energy of the project called ecology 
Constructively.

for the completion of the project and this resultant publication i am thankful to the 
whole team of administrators and contractors of key tasks, especially to barbara 
baczyńska, Joanna kosiek, Sylwia tokarska, urszula Szabłowska, and also to mariusz 
Cichocki-kaiser, the creator of all graphics.

the realization of this project was also supported by institutions that deserve many 
thanks.

the Chamber of polish architects (iarp) supported the project in terms of the 
content and organization as well as publicity through a nationwide magazine iarp 
Zawód: Architekt. i would like to thank the architects delegated by the iarp: Łukasz 
Górzyński and andrzej poniewierka for their professional contribution, the members 
of the scientific committee of the conferences as well as urszula Szabłowska for her 
organizational and promotional assistance.

the institute for territorial Development assisted us substantially and personally – i 
am grateful to two former institute Directors, Janusz korzeń and maciej borsa, as well 
as the present deputy Director for spatial planning, magdalena belof. 
i am using this opportunity to express my gratitude to Collegium mazovia innovative 
university for project realization and for co-financing some of project activities.

the national fund for environmental protection and water management made this 
project possible through financing project activities and supporting it from the sub-
stantive side. a big thank-you must go to anna wielgopolan, chief specialist in the 
ecological education Division of the environmental protection and ecological education 
Department for her valuable factual remarks to the project outputs.
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ProjeCt eCology ConstruCtively
mariusz Szabłowski

Why ecology
our contemporary knowledge of ecology is comprehensive and widespread, how-
ever in poland it is rarely translated into practical effects2. Decision-making groups 
who create the urban space are driven by their own objectives and are unwilling 
to respect a diverse viewpoint or the common interest. the observation of mr. 
porębski, a remarkable science and technology promotor in the 1920s and 1930s, 
is still relevant.

the key decision-makers in terms of urban shape and future are public adminis-
tration, investors and designers, especially architects and urban planners. they all 
act within one city space, but look at it from totally different angles. based on their 
own studies, kuhn and Garzillo notice that “systems within which they function 
are managed by disparate logic”4. the studies referred directly to the scientific 
community. with regard to the art of city building they can correspondingly refer 
to experts (planners) guided by knowledge in their activities.

according to the authors, experts recommend actions which reflect the findings of 
the studies, but the decision-makers prefer actions that fit the electoral timetable. for 
this reason, decisions that coincide with the social consensus determining political 
decisions do not always go hand in hand with experts’ opinions. every profession 
functions within its system and principles: experts in line with expertise and study 
findings, politicians in agreement with the rules of a political system while officials 
as stated in legal and organizational regulations. the legitimacy of actions taken 
in various structures requires identifying and understanding the aims and rules of 
all participants of the process.

1 porębski e., Cuda Techniki (Engineering Wonders), rocznik trzeci, Dom książki polskiej, warszawa, 1931, p. 149.
2 miedziński m., eco-innovation observatory, eco-innovation in poland. eio Country, profile, 2013
3 http://ipsb.nina.gov.pl/index.php/a/eugeniusz-jan-porebski, access date 22.01.2016.
4  informed Cities. european frameworks for local sustainability. the role of researchers, policy-makers,  

and european institutions in shaping local commitment. iClei, freiburg, 2012, p. 12.

Cities and urban matters addressed by frequently changing dignitaries could not bring  
themselves to run development policies that would leave sustainable and numerous  

mementoes or would not hinder the intentions of the generations to come.
eugenjusz porębski1 
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Commitment to sustainable development entails taking into consideration the needs 
and fears of all social groups, because only by joint efforts can they ensure social 
approval for more and more ambitious goals and the basis for their implementation. 

Project goals
ecology Constructively is a project about an exemplary exchange of experience 
and capturing the full city context. the key project goal is to promote sustainable 
development in groups that have a decisive role in the shape and future of urban 
areas. the main thesis of the project is an observation that the engagement of all 
the stakeholders in a given area is a precondition for serious urban actions of sus-
tainable development, which paves the way for a necessary agreement.

Best practices
the project activities included the exhibit of 40 best practices from european coun-
tries that prove the above thesis. the poster boards were displayed in conference 
venues and discussed during the poster sessions. all posters can be accessed on the 
project website www.ekologiakonstruktywnie.pl as well as on the DvD attached to 
this hard copy. the most interesting and informative examples have been shown in 
24 educational films. the others were described and illustrated on the poster boards.

Documentary films
the solutions presented in films have been selected to show the broadest possible 
spectrum of activities that could be copied in poland. in the conference course, 
the participants (especially local administration representatives) often stressed 
numerous limitations that discourage from taking up bold projects and assessed 
some examples as impossible to implement. having anticipated such an attitude, 
we demonstrated bottom-up initiatives in kosovo which prove that good solutions 
do not need big money, and very modest realizations can be the source of pride 
for local communities. on the other hand, the initiative of benevento authorities, 
a town located less than 100 kilometers off naples, famous for breathtaking sights 
and municipal waste problems, shows how a systematic, long-term process of 
building social approval, especially the education of children, can effectively change 
the overall approach to the ecological waste separation system.

the films refer to selected subjects: regeneration of historic urban complexes and 
postindustrial areas, technologies and eco-innovations, social participation and urban 
areas management systems, transportation, smart cities, and community life in full 
harmony with ecological principles. however, each film illustrates the complexity 
of all these issues and proves that the combination of all aspects of city life form a 
basis for thinking of sustainable development. there is no a single system within a 
city that could exist independently of the others. each of them affects the natural 
and anthropogenic environment, they influence one another, individual users and 
social groups and, more importantly, they impact present and future generations. 
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The conference course
Considerations over urban complexities framed the content of three academic 
conferences held in wrocław, Gdańsk and warsaw in 2015. naturally, the 
considerations had to be narrowed down to selected fragments of sustainable 
development of urban areas. the result of all speeches in connection with the 
films, panel discussions and workshops can be found in this publication.
the formula of films presented alternately with lectures together with the poster 
exhibit around is worth a comment. participants’ feelings, in spite of an intensive 
eight-hour agenda, were very good. this helped create a productive atmosphere 
which turned out very fruitful on day two, during the workshop session.  

Workshop session
the target of the workshop session was to put the participants in a role different 
from their daily professional occupation. public administration officials became 
investors, investors turned into planners and the planners changed into officials. 
the teams of several participants had to break mental barriers, put themselves in 
other stakeholders’ shoes, and look at the problem from a totally distant perspective 
than their practice, expertise and customs suggested. the films triggered lively 
debates in the first day of the conference, and this friendly atmosphere allowed 
the participants to open up to atypical experience and see that even the smallest 
concern is never black and white, but it has plentiful shadows, or even colors. 

the original project assumption to systematize the work in groups (of ten people 
on average) and to collect a substantive material turned out impossible. Due to 
the autonomy the groups enjoyed, together with the spirit of complete engage-
ment and fun from the professional role swap, the facilitators faced a dilemma 
whether to take an upstream position, against the dynamics of the group and 
force their initial agenda or to reach an overriding objective, i.e. to let everyone 
gain experience from the role swap in the process of urban planning. the decision 
taken immediately after the first workshop session started in wrocław, came out 
right for the whole workshop course. 

the experience of taking part in this exercise, despite prior doubts and unease of 
the participants, was assessed in evaluation questionnaires as highly valuable. 
the workshops have been documented in films and photographs where the most 
important feature visible is passionate engagement of the participants.

the conclusions from the workshop session based on the put yourself in your 
adversary’s shoes principle are as follows: learning new professional patterns 
by experience, even in simplified experimental conditions, is a highly effective 
educational tool. initially skeptical, anxious and hesitant attitudes promptly yield 
to openness and willingness to recognize the arguments of the opponent. the 
method of workshops together with subject-related session is definitely worth 
recommending.
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Workshops for children
with a view to broadening the minds of the adult audience, the agenda of every 
conference included a side event for schoolchildren in the form of workshops 
related to architecture and urban planning. frequently, specialists tend to forget 
how passionate and inspirational city planning can be, even in a small paper-con-
structed scale. 

Differences in the children’s works from the three cities are very interesting.  
Children’s vision of the city is strongly affected by the surroundings in which they 
grow up. The city of Wrocław had a very organic form, firmly connected with the 
dense arrangement of rivers and canals, the city of Gdańsk was ecological, while 
Warsaw was based on the orthogonal layout with the axial scheme for public 
administration buildings. therefore, the simple and obvious conclusion is that the 
cities will always be as good as their youth’s education.

Conclusions for Urban Sustainable Development Strategies
Despite a limited spectrum of issues covered under the project, its complex structure 
helped hammer out general conclusions and recommendations for the sustainable 
development of urban areas. 

it is necessary to adapt the polish spatial planning system to contemporary chal-
lenges, especially in terms of social participation and the principles of sustainable 
development. Currently, regulations fail to adequately recognize sustainable devel-
opment criteria, yet there are mechanisms that allow social inclusions and integrated 
activities beyond the frames of the spatial planning system. in practical terms, it is 
recommended to apply the model of integrated development planning through the 
realization of developmental tasks and projects. the fundamental suggestion is to 
integrate spatial and strategic planning, including areas and horizons broader than 
those required by law. on a local scale, the sustainable development is conditioned 
by social participation, whereas on a supra-local scale by the inclusion of intercon-
nected outer systems – adjacent or neighboring functional and administrative areas. 

the requirements of the present spatial planning system do not need to be treated 
as the formal minimum. for the strategy of urban sustainable development gover-
nance, it is recommended to integrate the following domains:

	 spatial, economic and social planning,
	 impacted areas and territories,
	 political, social and civic aims,
	 public, private and non-governmental sectors.

for each of these domains, the environment of urbanized areas is of crucial impor-
tance. it is vital to manage natural resources in a sustainable manner, especially in the 
future-oriented context. while meeting the present needs, future challenges cannot be 
disregarded: climate change, social and economic situations, or potential natural threats. 
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the strategy for urban governance should extend the timescale of planned develop-
ment, taking into account the needs of future generations, sustainable governance 
principles and possible future threats. responsible urban governance is about 
predicting and preparing for changes.

particularly in poland, where social capital and civic engagement is relatively low, 
inclusive actions are highly recommended. following the main thesis of this pub-
lication, it is social participation that forms the basis for sustainable development. 
workshop sessions under the three conferences make a great example of an 
educational tool to promote and implement social participation and the dialogue 
between all stakeholders of the urban space.

Civic engagement and social inclusion are strongly recommended to be the driv-
ing force of urban sustainable development. they affect all four domains of the 
integrated sustainable governance (aims, areas, planning, and sectors), although 
in terms of areas its impact is rather limited because territorial integration is exe-
cuted within administrative structures. however, it must be noted that residents, 
companies or nGos may also be interested in issues that are not directly related 
to their impacted areas5. 

Digital technologies provide data that facilitate city-related decisions and par-
ticipatory governance. Access to data and bilateral communication (authorities 
vs. citizens) enable efficient, economic and common inclusion, e.g. in the form of 
participatory budgeting. the idea of a Smart City is about to close the experimental 
phase, but its great potential for the cities of tomorrow has been already proven.  
it may turn out that one of the key results of Smart Cities will modify the paradigm 
of development planning strategies. Smart Cities will decide by themselves about 
their future. a project recommendation is to implement the Smart City idea in  
the broadest possible scope. 

today a sustainable city means building a competitive edge of europe in the global 
context. Development strategies that promote the assets, cultural heritage and 
special features of cities can have an added value. there is a strong relationship 
between innovation and the quality of urban space. Cities play the role of innovation 
incubators or catalysts for creativity and civic engagement. better quality enhances 
their competitive advantage.

the resulting challenge for development management strategy can be defined as 
raising urban quality. the urban quality is made up of all the above elements: the 
natural environment, social relations, security, self-efficacy of the citizens, economic 
potential, social and technical infrastructure as well as historical and cultural resources. 
living conditions in a city determine the behavior of its residents. Cities that provide 

5   a construction project of augustów bypass road may serve as an example https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/obwodnica_augustowa, 
access date 22.01.2016. 
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premium living conditions attract resourceful and creative people and prevent the 
migration of skilled and ambitious youth to more promising places. Cities must 
develop and react against the Matthew effect in order to remain competitive. only 
a holistic approach can secure the balance of natural, social, economic, technical, 
and cultural elements. it requires major efforts of the authorities and the inclusion 
of communities and relevant stakeholders. Still, quality pays off, especially in the 
long run. and it is the quality and tomorrow, not the quantity and today that makes 
the substructure of sustainable development. 
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the soCio-eConomiC dimension  
of sustAinAble urbAn develoPment
maciej borsa

The forest does not belong to anyone – it is neither mine nor yours,  
nor ours but it is a sacred place that belongs to God.

Stefan Żeromski, The Fir Forest

Introduction
for decades, starting in the 1960s, a lot was said about environmental issues, devel-
oping the already existing traditions of environmental protection. two generations 
were brought up in a great sense of respect for the environment, which contributed to 
a significant reduction of the negative processes initiated by the industrial revolution 
and its negative impact on the environment. environmentalists were considered as 
“priests of higher initiation” who introduced us to a new model of civilization. that kind 
of rather peculiar anointing and the abuse of the privileged position turned out to be one 
of the main obstacles stalling the development of the idea of sustainable development.

figure 1 – the model “environment -> costs -> protection”, author’s own work

the model “environment -> costs -> protection”, using the argument of “obligation” 
to protect the natural heritage, became the basis for building social awareness. being 
a part of the education process, it made an important contribution towards reaching 
the consensus on the ecological issues. it was also a sound basis for creating new 
social relations such as a sense of identity, a sense of territorial identity or even for 
wider concepts of “homeland” in more or less broad territorial scope6. 

presenting environment related tasks as an obligation appeared to have boundaries 
that a major part of the society did not want to exceed7. Costs associated with its 
implementation came to be regarded as excessive in relation to the needs and “moral” 

environment CoSTS protection

6   borsa m., Chmielewski w., Głogowska m., wrana k. Modele rozwoju zrównoważonego i procesy planowania na obszarach NATURA 2000 
(Models of sustainable development and planning processes on NATURA 2000 sites), [in:]: Studia kpZk pan (kpZk pan Studies), vol. 
Clvii, p. 168-186, warszawa 2014.

7   pCf. brown k., Innovations for conservation and development [in:] Geographical Journal volume 168, issue 1, p. 6-17, march 2002.
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obligations. the argument presenting natural protection in terms of obligation proved 
too weak to convince people to make sacrifices. the ideological approach turned out 
to be insufficient for the continuation and development of the ecological issues or for 
the paradigm of development. a concrete and practical approach does not deny the 
existing ideas but it rationalizes them by treating elements of the environment as a 
resource that contributes to growth. it was therefore necessary to look for a constructive 
approach towards environmental issues that would use more convincing arguments.

figure 2 – the paradigm “environment -> resources -> development”, author’s own work

the paradigm “environment -> resources -> development” shows that it is not only 
advisable but worthwhile to protect the environment because, putting it simply,  
it pays off. environmental resources may contribute to growth, for example as a basis 
for the development of tourism, as an essential component of development in the 
form of raw materials or location advantages for specific industries, leisure or simply 
for settlement. it is an important factor affecting the quality of life and a distinctive 
external image in today’s globalized and unified world. in this constructive approach 
towards environmental issues we refer not to costly obligations but to practical effec-
tiveness, since a better environment means more effective, cheaper and faster growth8.  

environmental conditions are conducive to the development associating it with the 
local potentials of the unique specifics. Such a model is called endogenous devel-
opment. it helps build partnerships and agreements instead of competition because  
it differentiates the base to build profiles of development policies. therefore, it reaches 
deeper levels of sources of sustainable development, replacing the monopoly of the 
power with a broader co-governing model. pursuing common interests, the local 
environmental factors are growing on significance and cooperation within groups 
and organizations becomes more visible.

Philosophy – creative paradigm
the human being transforms the environment to suit his needs, applying its resources 
for different purposes and in different extents. the greatest achievement of man as a 
species is the city, seen as a cumulative effect of coordinated environmental changes. 
the city, as a phenomenon, is both a man-made and a processed environment that 
shapes human behavior and development. knowledge and ability to create urban 

environment  rESoUrCES development

8   borsa m. – Polityka przestrzenna we wdrażaniu rozwoju zrównoważonego (Spatial policy in the process of implementation of sustainable 
development), [in:] problemy rozwoju zrównoważonego w gospodarce regionalnej (problems of sustainable development in regional 
economy), warsaw School of economics, study report 02/S/0013/11, directed by Z. Strzelecki, 2012.
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environment is the domain of urban planning. this term is relatively new, it was used 
a hundred years ago, but the knowledge and the art behind this name has been used 
for at least 3,000 years. it has always been set in the cultural and technical reality 
of its time, its patterns have been changing, as each period has been discovering 
in the field its own trends, criticizing the previous patterns. this criticism was the 
basis for the development of the discipline, because it helped to adapt it to the new 
conditions and expectations of its time. urban planning, as an art, has always been 
associated with architecture. the border between the two disciplines is not clear-
cut, though we intuitively know where it can be found. 

the cultural pattern of modernist urban planning, the effects of which are currently 
the most visible in the urban space, was functionalism. it resulted primarily from the 
need to rationalize spatial solutions for the implementation of clearly defined social 
utility purposes. it applied to space at different levels - from design, to building, its 
surroundings, the city and even the region. “functional’ was the kitchen (the so-called 
“frankfurt kitchen” in 1927) and the city (“functional warsaw”1932). in both cases, 
efforts were made to optimize the technology to achieve the objectives in the most 
effective way, and these spaces were to serve these objectives. 

figure 3 – the frankfurt kitchen designed by margarete 
Schütte – lihozky in 19269.

figure 4 – warsaw catchment area, Chmielewski J., 
Syrkus S., functional warsaw, warsaw: the Society  
of polish town planners, 1934, fig X.

9  https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0b/frankfurterkueche.jpg, access date 22.01.2016.
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postmodernism10, was born from a critique of modernism, though, of course, to a large 
extent it is its continuation. a critical look allows to adjust thinking in line with the 
spirit of the new era, and to repair the errors characterizing previous time. we can 
observe, to some extent, a return to tradition, often a little forgotten and neglected. 
postmodernism removes the negative aspects of the functional approach, integrating 
space and supporting underestimated needs such as: social contacts, neighborhood, 
and spirit of a place (“genius loci”). in many cases, in terms of form, postmodernism is 
going back to the old, proved patterns, to the traditional language of urban planning.

 the concept of “new urbanism”11 is commonly identified with the postmodern 
composition, referring to the traditional urban forms such as streets, squares and 
quarters12. this trend began in the united States as a critique of modernist doctrine 
of functional zoning. in europe, it met a completely different ground; here cities are 
older, more diverse, with distinct historical roots, and most importantly, smaller and 
growing more slowly than in other parts of the world. their form depends more on 
the mechanisms governing the transformation of cities, on the architectural shape of 
individual objects, than on a uniform plan. moreover, what we have been experiencing 
recently with some surprise also in poland involves a methodological crisis of urban 
design, based on the narrow paradigm of functional zoning. the new urbanism sees 
the city as a constantly evolving creature that involves multiple processes ongoing 
within the city and its surroundings. urban design, in contrast to the design of objects, 
organizes a continuous process; the partners in that process are public authorities, 
residents and entrepreneurs. among them “circulates” an urban planner, trying to 
find a balance between many conflicting interests in the city. 

“the new urbanism” imitates the traditional city in a very specific way – it replaces 
the ideas with practical tips and even design patterns that are “ready to use”. they 
use the SmartCode13. its characteristic features are traditional, but more integrated 
components of the space, enabling the implementation of some general objectives, 
such as:

	  pedestrian access (isochrone 10 minutes), to restrict the use of cars or by pedes-
trian traffic on the local scale, or by rail transport in the field of external relations;

	  more dense, dynamic and diverse way of development, with the so-called com-
mingling of “functions”, that is the use of land;

	  references to the traditional form of planning quarters by forming small neighboring 
communities.

10  http://encyklopedia.pwn.pl/haslo/;3960928 
11  http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/new_urbanism
12  Charter of the New Urbanism, Congress for the New Urbanism 2011, translated by mycielski m., buczek G., Choynowski p., urbanista, warszawa 2005.
13  SmartCode version 9.2, the town paper publisher, 2009.
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projects of this type have the following main features:

	  dominant role of pedestrian traffic, as a practice but also a kind of philosophy;
	  traditional street network, the structure of the space created in a traditional  

“language” of urban planning, through streets and squares;
	  combining functions, using a variety of forms, forming a mixed community  

– rich and poor, old and young;
	  diversified typology of housing and communities living in them;
	  high quality facilities, public spaces and urban small architecture;
	  restoration of traditional neighborhood, through the appropriate scale  

of construction and its form supporting social ties;
	  increased density and compactness of the development, more efficient use  

of land than in a traditional modernist development;
	  “intelligent” transport adapted to the needs of inhabitants;
	  attention paid to the quality of life understood as “happiness” in the place  

of residence;
	  particular attention to the quality of the environment.

a particular importance of environmental issues in the model of new urbanism  
is reflected in:

	  minimizing the negative impact on the environment during construction  
and operation procedures;

	  respect for the value of nature and the use of environmentally friendly  
technologies (green technologies);

	  high energy efficiency;
	  reduced consumption of energy from traditional sources;
	  increased share of local production, without distant commuting;
	  living according to the principle of “more walking, less driving”.

14  www.transect.org, access date 22.01.2016. 

figure 5 – typical transformation from rural to urban zones – the Smart Code14.
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the concept of new urbanism comes from the united States, a country with a 
different urban landscape, resulting among other things from its “shorter” urban 
tradition. approximately 4,000 spatial teams applying the rules in question have 
been established there, with half of them in the existing urban fabric. Solutions that 
the “new urbanism” tries to imitate in america are widespread in europe, shaped by 
centuries. here cities are smaller, they grow less rapidly or even shrink, they are less 
spectacular, but cheaper, more friendly, more beautiful, unique, with a long tradition 
and, above all, well-balanced: durable, quiet, mature, more resistant to crises. the 
question that arises here is whether the uS model should be implemented in europe 
and how europe can benefit from it?

Technology – green recovery
Justifying environmental issues and the use of its resources, we should refer to the 
category of energy. ecological concepts are in fact often very hermetic, incompre-
hensible and vaguely defined. therefore, talking about energy makes sense because 
it makes it more understandable; everyone uses different forms of energy, buys it and 
knows that the issues related to it concern them. people also know that it is worth 
rationalizing its consumption and that it can be saved. understanding is the basis for 
a constructive dialogue.

as consumers of energy, cities satisfy three main types of needs:

 1.  life needs of the residents – an increase in the living standards boosts energy 
consumption; we try to fight this type of increase in the energy demand by pro-
moting new ways to meet the emerging needs and technological solutions for 
the control and optimization of energy consumption;

 2.  production and economic needs – technological progress makes the energy 
consumption of the product fall and the technology too energy-intensive which 
makes it unprofitable; but on the other hand, the growing production generates 
greater energy consumption, but bringing tangible benefits;

 3.  operating costs of urban organism – depending largely on the functional and 
spatial structure of the city; regardless of what the city produces, what services 
it provides, its structure absorbs the energy that can be described as “idle gear 
energy”15.

 
this third group of needs is the biggest area of energy consumption and con-
sumption of materials within the city. for example, material consumption in the 
construction and operation of roads is incomparably higher than the consumption 
of energy and materials in technological processes used in industry. the same rule 
applies to the energy consumption in transportation within the city, particularly the 

15  borsa m. – Metabolizm miasta (Metabolism of the city), [in:] Miasto idealne - miasto zrównoważone; Planowanie przestrzenne terenów 
zurbanizowanych i jego wpływ na ograniczenie skutków zmian klimatu (Ideal city – sustainable city; Spatial planning of urbanized areas and  
its impact on limiting climate change effects), warsaw university 2015, p. 135-140.
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one serving not to satisfy in a direct way the actual needs, for example searching  
of a parking space – more than 30% of the vehicles of average size in the city centre 
is in motion for this purpose. 

location of functions and quality of spatial relationships in the cities have an impact 
on energy consumption. practical solutions can be sought through the model of 
“urban metabolism”, which helps see many of the problems of development in terms 
of energy consumption. traditionally, the term metabolism describes all transforma-
tion processes of matter and energy that occur in living cells, which is the basis of all 
biological phenomena. metabolism allows cells to grow and reproduce, to manage 
its internal structure and to respond to external stimuli. analogies to the processes 
occurring in cells can be seen also in other areas, including “living” organisms of 
another type, e.g. social16. 

in the theory of the metabolism of cities it is important to distinguish between the cyclic 
and linear metabolisms – the more the transformation of matter and energy are part 
of a closed cycle (recycling), the higher the level of sustainable development. Com-
parisons between different cities helped determine how different factors, for example, 
spatial form, water management, thermal efficiency, communication systems, building 
technologies and ways of delivering public services, affect the metabolism of the city.

metabolism has become a fashionable term in today’s culture; we all know that normal 
metabolism is a prerequisite for health. we also know that the external manifestation 
of bad metabolism is only part of a disease. bad metabolism is rooted deep in all 
structures of the body. our cities are growing fat; putting the problem in this way, 
we help the bad metabolism of cities to be more easily recognized and condemned. 
Criteria for the urban metabolism can be used to optimize the functional and spatial 
structure of cities, similarly to the implementation of a “proper diet”. Green transport 
and energy are important elements in the diet.

one of the effects of bad metabolism of the city is suburbanization, which can be 
regarded as a “fat accretion” of suburbia. it is characterized by:

	  increasing number of urbanized areas – mainly outside the node or even outside 
the city – faster than the growth of population and infrastructure;

	  increasing number of areas with a low density of development and extensive 
population;

	  growth of built-up areas per capita – in residential areas and in general, higher 
than stemming from an increase of standards in the area.

16  Cf. morgan G., Images of Organization, pwn, warszawa 2015.
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Symptoms of suburbanization as a kind of urban dysfunction are as follows:

	  low density of development;
	  lack of continuity in land use;
	  uneven distribution of housing and work spaces;
	  excessive local concentration of use, for both residential and work spaces;
	  transport-consuming spatial organization, consisting mainly of excessive distance 

from the place of residence and work to services;
	  too homogenous land use per unit of area;
	  large distances between different forms of land use;
	  polycentric model of local work-related and service centres17. 

the effects of bad metabolism of the city is the dispersal of residential development, 
drop in the standard of services – including public services – loss of open spaces, 
negative impact on the environment, reduction of the quality of the living environment 
– landscape values, cultural and leisure activities. at the same time, we can observe 
a raise of the necessary public expenditures on infrastructure, public services and 
transport and an increase of material and energy consumption of the city, including 
a permanent loss of land. this process can be stopped by optimizing the flow and 
transformation of the matter and energy in the functioning of the city:

	  reduction of the individual and total consumption;
	  improvement of the energy efficiency;
	  reduction of the amount of “waste”18. 

You can also make the forms of urban development dependent on resource use – land, 
matter, energy, taking into account the influence of demographic changes, competition 
and technological innovation. this can be the basis for a “green recovery” of cities. 
the improvement of metabolism in this process is influenced by the spatial layout, 
diversity and functional typology of developments. they influence the use of land, 
energy and materials. 

in the case of spatial layout, the use of land means the intensity of housing develop-
ment and the fragmentation of the area has a negative impact on the environment. 
the use of energy depends on the intensity of housing development and on the 
level of the fragmentation of the area, which factors significantly increase transport 
distances. the use of materials is bigger with a lower intensity and a higher level of 
area fragmentation – due to infrastructure needs. it is therefore necessary to promote 
compactness and reduce area fragmentation in the spatial politics by applying smart 
solutions and increasing development density without losing the quality of the area. 

17  Cf. borsa m., Zrównoważony metabolizm miejski w scenariuszach rozwoju aglomeracji warszawskiej (Sustainable metabolism of the city in 
development plans of Warsaw), [in:] przegląd urbanistyczny vi/2014, p. 10-12.

18  markowski t., borsa m. - Metabolizm miasta (Metabolism of the city), [in:] przegląd komunalny 5/2015, p. 114
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in terms of the functional differentiation, land use does not significantly depend on the 
functional system, that is dislocation of residential and work spaces. energy consump-
tion depends on the effective public transport (“green transport”), which requires a 
concentration of work spaces and high-density development. the spread of economic 
activities increases distances and a polycentric system of functions, on a small scale, 
can support the development of cycling and walking. the use of materials does not 
depend on functional diversity. the spatial policies should therefore first and foremost 
increase the density of development, taking into account public transport systems.

regarding the typology of development, the use of land depends mainly on the type of 
development; buildings, roads and infrastructure cover more areas in housing devel-
opments with low intensity. the use of energy for heating purposes depends on the 
intensity of development, on the type, age and technical condition of buildings. the 
use of materials depends on the type of development – lower buildings may consume 
less material, but the infrastructure absorbs these savings; the age of the building 
has an impact on the use and re-use of materials. the spatial policy should therefore 
ensure high energy efficiency of developments. 

the positive message for the green urban regeneration, resulting from the theory of 
urban metabolism, indicates that the energy efficiency of cities largely depends on 
the efficiency of the urban organism, its functional and spatial structure. the city 
can economically manage its resources such as land, materials and energy through 
more innovative spatial development policies. ample opportunities in this area are 
provided by the optimization of forms of urban space planning, promoted by a greater 
awareness of citizens and authorities in fundamental issues of city metabolism, the 
rules and the scale of flows of matter and energy. 

Politics – rules of ambition
in 2005 the european union member States signed the bristol accord, a document 
defining the characteristics of urban spaces which should be promoted in the frame-
work of the eu policy19.  the accord sets out that a sustainable community should be:

	  active, inclusive and safe – fair, tolerant and cohesive with a strong local culture 
and other shared community activities;

	  well run – with effective and inclusive participation, representation and leadership;
	  well connected – with good transport services and communication linking people 

to jobs, schools, health and other services;
	  well served – with public, private, community and voluntary services that are 

appropriate to people’s needs and accessible to all;
	  environmentally sensitive – providing places for people to live that are considerate 

of the environment;

19  UK Presidency EU Ministerial Informal on Sustainable Communities, policy papers, office of the Deputy prime minister, london,  
march 2006.
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	  thriving - with a flourishing, diverse and innovative local economy;
	  well designed and built - featuring quality development and natural environment;
	  fair for everyone - including those in other communities, now and in the future20. 

the road from political declaration to implementation requires effective tools of spa-
tial policy, supporting the processes of design, integrated planning and multi-level 
governance. public policy in this regard should be subsidiary and inclusive. tools for 
promoting this policy are as follows:

	  information, education and counselling;
	  direct intervention (e.g. supervision services);
	  economic measures (e.g. taxes, grants, subsidies);
	  regulations and other types of legislation (top-down laws and other regulations 

that have a legal bearing);
	  market based solutions (e.g. self-regulation of market players)21. 

Information tools are the lowest rung of the “ladder of intervention”, but these 
cannot be identified as “doing nothing”. they require that the authorities monitor 
the situation, e.g. changes in space, and other effects of their own spatial policy, the 
activities of various entities in space as well as the dynamics of the conditions in 
which these activities and processes take place. their effectiveness depends on a 
good, open organization and cooperation between institutions. this group of actions 
includes spatial analysis and research which help track the processes of change in 
space and form the basis of the theoretical, methodological and cognitive spatial 
policy. information tools include measures not only to obtain information but also to 
collect, harmonize and share it. only information that circulates and reaches all the 
interested parts or different types of recipients can be considered as a part of the 
implementation of spatial policy.

organizational instruments, being organizational structures or other forms of 
action, having either a form of direct involvement or of a system of “incentives” 
regulating the behavior of other entities, will not be subject to the authorities. in 
this group of instruments we can find organizational structures and actions in the 
area of coordination and regulation performed by public administration, which 
determines the shape of space through decisions regarding planning and land use. 
the authorities must have a certain organizational strength to fulfill the spatial 
management policy; first of all, they need to be aware of what is happening. the 
monitoring should ensure a dynamic diagnosis of transformations, which consists 
of collecting information, processing it, alerting, and even predicting the hypo-
thetical development of the situation in the absence of intervention. operational 

20  borsa m. – Informacja jako czynnik rozwoju (Information as a development factor), [in:] Gospodarka regionalna i lokalna w Polsce – czynniki i 
bariery (Regional and local economy in Poland), ed. Z. Strzelecki, warsaw School of economics 2011.

21  borsa m. – Polityka przestrzenna w Polsce w latach 2004-2013 (Spatial policy in Poland 2004-2013), [in:] Wybrane regionalne i lokalne 
polityki publiczne w Polsce – 10 lat doświadczeń w warunkach członkostwa w Unii Europejskiej (Selected regional and local public policies in 
Poland – 10 years of EU membership), ed. Z. Strzelecki, ministry of infrastructure and Development, warszawa 2015.
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monitoring tool may be spatial information systems, which can create knowledge 
useful to the authorities, but which may also be an open knowledge base. Citizens, 
entities that manage the land and social organizations can be whistleblowers and 
can actively support the authorities. 

Economic tools stimulate the implementation of socially desirable solutions by 
businesses or people. within this group of these tools, major importance should be 
given to the current eu system of subsidies. it consists of strategies and “operational 
programs”, managed by the central authorities (sectoral programs and coordination 
functions of the entire system) and strategies and regional operational programs 
managed by regional authorities. other economic tools include a traditional tax 
relief regarding the property tax, which is a local tax levied on buildings and land. 
the amount of the tax is determined by the municipality, under the quotas stipulated 
by the law. at the national level, it is possible to introduce tax reliefs in income tax 
and to establish areas of preferential tax status, having a significant impact on the 
economic development of the surrounding area and the transformation of the space 
itself. investment tools, mainly direct public investments, fulfill social needs, but also 
significantly affect investment behaviors of different entities outside the public sector. 
this mainly concerns investments in the field of technical and social infrastructure. 
today, many investments are implemented through various operational programs 
related to the distribution of eu funds; depending on the level of reference, these 
instruments can be regarded as economic or investment tools. we observe a return 
to the instrument of the territorial contract, stipulated by the government and the 
local authorities, in order to co-finance from the state budget specific investment 
projects requested by local governments. it systematically increases the importance 
of the spatial dimension in the distribution of investment funds, a tool proposed by 
the european union. local authorities are encouraged to undertake joint initiatives, 
regardless of the official administrative divisions, in the form of, among others, inte-
grated territorial investments. 

The legal and regulatory tools that form the basis for the functioning of the active 
policy responsible for shaping the space, or directly regulate the space management in 
particular areas. Creating a framework system is available to the authorities of higher 
levels, e.g. government; furthermore, the regional and local authorities have limited 
but unused capacities in this regard. lower tiers of public authorities, especially local 
ones, have sufficient command and prohibition means that regulate different ways of 
space management in the form of documents or planning decisions. with regard to 
single properties, local law provisions are applied. these are determined by munici-
pal authorities and their task is to protect the public interest and to preserve normal 
relations between the activities of various entities operating in the area. 

Summary
in summary, it would be interesting to initiate a general debate on the place of polish 
urban planning, or more broadly urbanistic thought, in a global context. a specific 
character of the challenges means that it develops in its own cycle, “out-of-phase” in 
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relation to what is happening in the leading countries of the world. this opinion can 
be supported e.g. by Jane Jacobs’ book entitled The Death and Life of Great american 
Cities, recently published in poland, 54 years after its date of publication in the uSa. 
the book was published in response to the 1960 lower manhattan expressway 
project, improving the communication system of the city of new York at the expense  
of displacement of half a million inhabitants. Jacobs dispute with the main urban 
planner robert moses was so significant that it became a subject of books and, after 
years, of an opera. a quotation taken directly from Jacobs book became the motto 
of the 2014 world urban forum in Colombia: “the city has something to offer to 
everyone, since it is created by everyone”. 

in the same year in poland some legislative changes were made to eliminate a pro-
fessional self-government, the national Chamber of urban planners, which some 
emotionally compared with the “abolition” of the profession. it should be emphasized 
that the essence of existence of professional bodies is to guarantee the quality of 
professional services. this is due to the fact that such services are provided in a high 
asymmetry of knowledge between the providers and recipients of the service, which 
requires confidence in the competence of the specialist. a proper evaluation of the 
professional service is only possible by other professionals. therefore, the existence 
of professional bodies is a norm and standard in developed countries. this applies to 
the so-called professions of public trust22. a good example of an asymmetrical rela-
tionship is the medical profession – the patient agrees to anesthesia, entrusting his 
life to the surgeon and anesthetist. while planners do not “operate on a live patient,” 
the changes in the urban tissue and interference in the body of the city also involve 
an enormous responsibility. Decisions regarding urban planning may affect millions 
of people for hundreds of years.

it is significant that the profession was defined by the spatial planning and development 
act, specifying the scope and procedures in matters of allocation of land for specific 
purposes, in the form of areas with a uniform use of land. Such actions resulted from 
the methodology questioned by Jacobs. apart from the distance in time and objec-
tive obstacles to the transfer of ideas from the 1960s, particular attention should be 
drawn to the anachronistic methodology of spatial planning as an instrument of public 
policy in poland23. its restitution, with the use of a new methodological approach and 
paradigm based on the principles of sustainable development, is necessary. in this 
restitution, ecological issues may have their constructive participation. 

those changes should focus on raising environmental awareness, in particular in 
environments affecting the investment processes, especially in the cities. an adequate 
circulation of information can ensure the sustainability of spatial solutions, resulting – 
among other things – from the continuity of the concept and implemented solutions. 

22  Cf. Samorząd zawodowy w demokratycznym państwie prawa (Professional self-government in a democratic country), Senate of the republic 
of poland, warszawa 2014.

23  belof m., borsa m. Planning for Real – po drabinie partycypacji społecznej (Planning for Real – on the social ladder of participation), przegląd 
urbanistyczny 2015.
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Sustainable development should not consist in demolishing and building from scratch; 
in most cases creation has a strongly adaptive character that respects the past. in this 
model, an urban planner becomes a counselor more than an “autonomous” creator. 
this is linked to the growing number of needs that are defined in the debate on the 
directions of development. these are defined as higher needs, of a more subjective 
type24. this changes the behavior of the authorities, artists, architects, and urban 
planners; a technical approach that is effective in the case of the primary and objec-
tive needs, gives way to a more social approach that supports less obvious choices25.  

therefore there is an increasing need for an efficient circulation of information, 
confrontation of ideas and social inclusion26. a constructive ecological approach 
requires for the communities to get involved and to be aware of the consequences of 
their own decisions. this increases the scope of public participation in deciding on 
the directions of development. the society expects that the city should be “theirs” 
instead of “for them”27.  Sustainable development also requires a balance between 
the various interests: of residents in defining their needs and attitudes, of businesses 
taking social responsibility into account, of developers integrating activities in space 
and cooperating with the public sector as well as of citizens and public authorities 
shaping the local development policies. partnerships between these four groups are 
essential for a real implementation of the principles of sustainable development and 
therefore for a constructive ecological approach.

24  borsa m., Dudziuk-Dudzik a. Na rozdrożu wzajemnych oczekiwań – partnerstwa w procesach rewitalizacji (On the crossroads of mutual 
expectations – partnerships in revitalization processes), transl. Sokołowska, university of economics in wrocław 2015.

25  belof m., borsa m. Place based policies vs. place based politics – functional areas and the practice of multilevel governance, regional Studies 
association european Conference 2014, izmir.

26  Cf. borsa m. - Wyrównywanie szans małych miast w procesie rewitalizacji (Equalization of opportunities of small towns in the process of 
revitalization), [in:] przegląd komunalny 12/2014.

27 markowski t., borsa m. Miasto – dla nas czy nasze (City – for us or ours), [in:] przegląd komunalny 1/2015, p. 82.
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mAnAging urbAn sPACe
Janusz korzeń

Connectors between urbanised and non-urbanised areas
the functional and spatial structure of urban areas is determined primarily by natural 
elements (geological structure, layout of the land, land cover, hydrographic system), 
cultural heritage (historical settlement network besides preserved historical building 
units and communication links) and current investment of various nature. urban areas 
are consolidated by natural elements with the predominance of river valleys forming 
basic ecological corridors as well as vast open, agricultural and forest areas. they 
are also linked by technical connectors with the main role being given to transport 
systems and technical utilities. Spatial resources of cities are complemented by their 
well-developed network of social, economic and institutional relations.

the patterns of rural and urban settlement, especially in the western regions of poland, 
were already established in the middle ages. they underwent major changes after 
the Second world war, specifically over the last 50 years, when the role of urban 
areas, and large cities in particular, became more pronounced with dynamically 
growing agglomeration and metropolitan areas growing around them. Service and 
residential areas were expanded, mainly by the construction of multi-family units. 
new production plants and shopping centres were put up. this gave rise to negative 
processes of uncontrolled suburbanisation, resulting in adverse deformations of the 
spatial structure of these areas and many negative spatial phenomena. 

Such processes many be observed in the case of two agglomerations: poznań and 
wrocław. both are undergoing a gradual metropolisation and intensive socio-economic 
changes, gaining advantage over other urban areas in both regions. but they are also 
rife with problems typical of rapidly developing areas located around large cities. 
the problems are caused by the increased investment pressure put on neighbouring 
municipalities compared to the central areas and the construction of new housing 
estates with no community facilities and poor public transport access to the so-called 
“core”. this leads to the prominence of scattered building projects, landscape changes 
and a bigger share of private means of transport. 

Despite attempts to coordinate and rationalise these processes, they remain spon-
taneous and uncontrollable, which may upset the balance of spatial planning in the 
entire area, aggravate spatial chaos and contribute to the fragmentation of environ-
mentally valuable areas. there are also growing problems with improving access to 
jobs and services, especially in the case of suburban residents, despite markedly better 
transport links between poznań or wrocław and their immediate and wider vicinity. 

besides transforming the internal structure of the central areas through their territorial 
expansion and establishing new functional connections with the surroundings, such 
processes also significantly alter nearby rural areas. what emerges is a multifunctional 
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consumption space where agricultural activity is pushed out by housing functions, which 
gain primary importance; by contrast, production and service functions are scarce or 
absent. this results in serious changes to the structure and forms of managing a his-
torically developed rural landscape. the process is illustrated by two synthetic figures 
showing the current state and future directions in the development of the poznań and 
wrocław agglomerations. the figures were developed as part of analytical projects 
led by elżbieta raszeja in poznań28 and professor tomasz ossowicz in wrocław29.

figure 6 – Directions in spatial development of the poznań agglomeration 
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the pressure to expand large polish cities onto rural areas and the related processes of 
urban sprawl not only destroy historical settlement structures and deform traditional 
village plans, but also overburden existing transport services and infrastructure. with 
the growing domination of private means of transport, public transport systems still 
lag behind. nor is there sufficient coordination and resources to modernise and expand 
the road and railway networks.

when giving shape and direction to spatial planning in urban areas with individually 
developed urban structures dominated by well-established downtown areas, it is 
necessary to link such areas with their economic base, the settlements growing 
around them as well as the surrounding nature and landscape. the directions in the 

figure 7 – Directions in spatial development of the wrocław agglomeration

28  raszeja e., Krajobraz i dziedzictwo kulturowe wsi w aglomeracji poznańskiej (Landscape and Cultural Heritage of Villages in the Poznań  
Agglomeration), przegląd urbanistyczny, vol. ii, wrocław 2010.   

29  ossowicz t. i korzeń J., Analizy i studia dla Wrocławskiego Obszaru Metropolitalnego (Analyses and Studies for the Wrocław Metropolitan 
Area), przegląd urbanistyczny, vol. ii, wrocław 2009.
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development of the areas are determined on the basis of fundamental strategic and 
spatial planning documents, which are still not integrated sufficiently with similar 
documents in the neighbouring municipalities.

the biggest problem of the relations between urbanised and non-urbanised areas is 
that their development is not harmonised, whereas the activities which could be carried 
out in properly structured functional areas are not coordinated. the need to create 
such functional areas is the premise of the new national Spatial planning Concept30  
and of a number of regional documents devoted to strategic and spatial planning.

Integrating urban and regional planning
municipal and regional planning should be understood and managed as key elements 
in development policies treated as the total of interconnected public activities under-
taken and carried out with the aim of ensuring durable, sustainable development as 
well as social and economic cohesion at the local and regional levels. the local level 
is dominated by local governments engaged in municipal planning covering tasks 
focused on meeting on-going needs of residents and making necessary investments 
and repairs of facilities, grids and municipal equipment. Such tasks only partially 
involve decisions taken by a number of spatially linked municipalities or initiatives 
undertaken and carried out at the supra-local level by regional governments or central 
government institutions.

urban planning in individual cities and regional planning, especially in functional areas, 
should be designed to achieve sustainable development goals set in the relevant 
documents of strategic and spatial planning and should result in the integration of 
the socio-economic, spatial and institutional spheres. furthermore, it is necessary to 
take account of the conditions and requirements of spatial governance, improvement 
of the quality of life, maintaining environmental balance, protection of natural and 
cultural assets and the principles of the rational use of space. the goals should also 
include the following objectives of the national regional Development Strategy31:

	  supporting the growth of regional competitiveness, 
	  building territorial cohesion and combating marginalisation, 
	  creating conditions for efficient and effective implementation of development 

initiatives based on partnerships.

Development policies as well as urban and regional planning should centre around 
implementing growth initiatives and projects defined in the planning documents 
mentioned above supported by correctly functioning existing technical structures. this 
should be seen specifically in the programming and implementation of the so-called 
“flagship projects” giving rise to more far-reaching changes which often go beyond 
their immediate location.

30  national Spatial Development Concept 2030, mp of 2012 item 252 of 27 april 2012.
31 national regional Development Strategy for 2010-2020 – regions, cities, rural areas, rm, warsaw 2010.
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a development policy thus understood could lead to the practical implementation 
of sustainable development principles at the regional and local levels as part of a 
systemic and integrated development planning through carrying out development 
tasks and projects (in accordance with the model from fig. 3). the suggested model 
was developed in the course of the author’s own research focused on the problems 
of integrating the tools of spatial and socio-economic planning32. 

figure 8 – System of implementing principles of sustainable development through putting development projects into practice

32  korzeń J., Integracja narzędzi planowania przestrzennego i społeczno-gospodarczego dla zrównoważonego rozwoju (Integrating Spatial and 
Socio-Economic Planning Tools for Sustainable Development), [in:] Urbanistyka w działaniu – teoria i praktyka (Urban Planning in Action - 
Theory and Practice), urbanista, warsaw 2006.
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integrAted develoPment PoliCy And strAtegies for Cities
Janusz korzeń

Development policy and spatial development – basic concepts
in order to present current tendencies in attaining cohesion and integration of devel-
opment planning and implementation tools, some definitions of basic concepts need 
to be proposed the definitions must cover their terms in a holistic way as the terms 
are subject to specific regularities. Such an approach is necessary if we are to discuss 
integrated development strategies, integrated investment strategies included.

in an original attempt to extend the terms already known and used in theory and  
practice33 – terms that are variously defined in legal regulations and other publications 
– i suggest the following definitions:

	  sustainable development – a key term for a comprehensive approach to the prob-
lems in question – should be seen as a development which is durable, stable and 
self-sustainable. it can be achieved by integrated political, social and economic 
actions undertaken to sustain an environmental balance and to maintain dura-
bility of environmental processes within areas of different size and structure. the 
goal of sustainable development is to ensure economic and social development 
with no harm to nature or its components. it takes into account the necessity of 
self-restraint and the needs of present and future society;

	  development policy – it should be understood as a whole range of public actions 
undertaken and carried out in order to ensure sustainable development and social, 
economic, regional, and spatial cohesion. the actions aim at attaining quantitative 
growth and qualitative progress as well as at increasing competitiveness and 
creating new jobs. Development policy focuses on setting aims and development 
directions in a territorial context. it integrates social and economic, spatial and 
institutional dimensions alongside the requirements of spatial order and rational 
space management, quality of life improvement, maintaining balance in natural 
systems and protecting natural and cultural resources;

	  spatial planning refers to the processes and actions undertaken within the devel-
opment policy to influence land use management, its harmonious development 
and transformations. it serves for the needs of the social and economic progress 
and it performs the following actions in a territorial context: coordinative and 
regulatory, investment, evaluative and monitoring, alongside the requirements of 
spatial order and rational space management, quality of life improvement, main-
taining balance in natural systems and protecting natural and cultural resources. 

33  korzeń J., Zasady i metody integracji planowania przestrzennego i społeczno-gospodarczego dla zrównoważonego rozwoju, (unpublished), 2015.
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A set of urban policies and the National Urban Policy
the basic set of policies related to the management of cities consists of specialized 
“urban” policies developed by public authorities and applied at the local level or 
in areas of collaboration between communes. they include selected areas of the 
management, such as spatial, ecological, revitalizing, housing, transport, social and 
economic policies as well as the protection of monuments. in overall terms, these 
policies determine how to take into account the interests of local communities and 
the obligations of public authorities related to the implementation of their political, 
social, economic and institutional functions performed in relation to the territory 
which is administratively assigned to them. most often they are not consistent or 
fully integrated with the basic documents of spatial and strategic planning in cities. 

a policy aimed at targeting state and regional actions in this area should promote 
effective and integrated management of urban policies. the basic document which 
defines them is the national urban policy 2023 adopted by the Council of ministers 
in october 201534. in the document, the policy is defined as planned activities of the 
government which concern urban policy and take into account the objectives and directions 
set out in the medium-term national development strategy and the national strategy of 
regional development. It is intended for deliberate, territorially targeted activity of the state 
for sustainable development of cities and their functional areas as well as the use of their 
potentials in the processes of national development.

national urban policy aims to: 

	  create conditions for efficient and effective partnership development management 
in urban areas, particularly in metropolitan areas;

	  support sustainable urban development, including the prevention of negative 
phenomena related to uncontrolled suburbanization;

	  restore the capacity for development through revitalization of urban areas which 
are degraded socially, economically and physically;

	  improve the competitiveness and ability of major urban centers to create devel-
opment, growth and employment;

	  support the development of sub-regional and local urban centres, especially 
in problematic areas of regional policy (...) by strengthening their function and 
preventing their economic decline35.

each of the aforementioned purposes has its proper spatial context, and two of 
them, the second and the third one, are crucially associated with the development 
of spatial and urban planning. their implementation falls largely with the previously 
proposed definitions of development policy and spatial planning. three of the remain-
ing objectives are components of strategic planning (socio-economic). the basic 

34  National Urban Policy 2023, ministry of infrastructure and Development, warsaw 2015.
35  Ibidem.
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tool for their implementation should comprise consistent, integrated tools of urban 
policy and especially studies of conditions and directions of spatial development of 
municipalities and strategies for their development.

Legislation for urban areas
the implementers of spatial planning policies carried out within a specific area are 
public authorities applying the measures specified in the act on spatial planning and 
development36, and its main elements are:
 
	  at the national level – the concept of spatial development of the country as well 

as analyses and studies, concepts and programs relating to the above-mentioned 
scope and reports on the state of development of the country; 

	  at the regional level – spatial development plans of provinces and metropolitan 
areas, analyses, studies, concepts and programs relating to the above issues and 
reports on the state of province development;

	  at the local level – studies on conditions and directions of urban planning (almost 
all communes in poland, with few exceptions, have access to such studies), local 
spatial development plans (they were available at the end of 2013 for approx. 
28.6% of the country area, and the increase in the surface covered by their find-
ings amounted in years 2004–2013 to an annual average year of approx. 1.3%, 
and in the last 2 years only to approx. 0.8%) as well as the decisions to establish 
the conditions of building and land development (issued in the absence of scale 
plans in 2013 in the amount of about 150,000, which is widely perceived as the 
main cause of deepening the process of destruction of the spatial structure of 
the country)37.

the current state of spatial management has been evaluated very negatively in many 
speeches and publications in recent years, and the worrying trend in this field still 
cannot be overcome. these evaluations were included, among others, in the Report 
on the status of spatial development of the country38, as well as in the diagnostic part of 
the new Concept of spatial development of the country39. the current spatial planning 
system is not functioning properly, and the repeated attempts to repair it have failed. 
its efficiency is worse in size than is commonly estimated, which is emphasized, among 
others, by adam kowalewski40, stating that due to the irrational, often faulty spatial pol-
icy, the benefits of political transformation are not properly reflected in the existing spatial 
order, and often cause its deterioration, with all its consequences, both social and economic. 

to eliminate these anomalies, several attempts have been made in recent years in 
order to introduce amendments to existing legislation for spatial planning. the last of 
these has been developed recently and a project of the so-called “small” amendment 

36  act of 27 march 2003 on Spatial planning and Development (Journal of laws of 2003 no. 80, item. 717, as amended).
37  Śleszyński p., Planowanie przestrzenne w gminach w 2013 r., przegląd urbanistyczny vol. X, warsaw 2015.
38 Polish space – Report on the state of national spatial development, mb, warsaw 2007.
39  The concept of spatial development of the country 2030, mp of 2012, item 252 of 27 april 2012.
40  kowalewski a., bończak-kucharczyk e., Gorgoń J., kogut J., ornoch-tabędzka m., Zaniewska h., Z. Ziobrowski Z. and Żyłka J.,  

Bariery i problemy gospodarki przestrzennej w Polsce – Raport Krajowego Sekretariatu „Habitat”, warsaw 2003.
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to the current law41, developed by the ministry of infrastructure and Development, is 
currently being consulted. it assumes, for instance, the strengthening of the connec-
tion between spatial policy of municipalities with their real needs and capabilities, 
the introduction of general principles of spatial planning, derived from the idea of 
a compact and low-carbon city, as well as enabling simultaneous work on projects 
of local studies and local plan in order to accelerate their adoption. an essential 
element of the planned changes are the limitation of the possibility to issue a deci-
sion to establish the conditions for land development and link them with the spatial 
policy of municipalities, defined in the studies, and the increase in social control in 
the process of planning.

Real estates and management
the causes of the current weakness of spatial planning, resulting in deepening chaos 
in space and negative economic, social and environmental effects are the excessive 
liberalism in the conduct of land and real estate management and appearing speculative 
trends, related to changes in land prices which are low before making them available 
for potential development and high after acquiring such a qualification. Spatial planning 
in poland which results from these processes and is associated with them to a great 
extent does not fully serve its purpose, as it does not effectively regulate settlement, 
urbanisation and investment processes. this is an expression of ineffective use of 
space assets, a limited resource, resulting in hindering its future rational utilisation. 

the economy led in this way is expressed through the phenomenon of spontaneous, 
chaotic expansion of residential development in rural and open areas, often valuable 
in terms of nature and landscape, causing a decrease in the attractiveness of urban 
areas, depopulation of city centres and destruction of ecological systems of areas 
occupied for the needs of new “urbanization”. many municipalities already bear, or 
will bear, the cost of purchase of land for roads and construction development costs 
of technical infrastructure in areas that will never be built which were determined 
as a result of repeatedly overvalued balances of field needs for the housing develop-
ment and in extensively built-up areas. a shocking assessment of the scale of these 
phenomena was presented recently in a special expert Report on the economic losses 
and social costs of uncontrolled urbanization in Poland42 .

Urban planning and urban policies
urban planning is carried out within the framework of spatial planning and serves 
the space distribution and time coordination of development activities as well as the 
adoption of detailed arrangements and rules for land development and its use for the 
implementation of tasks aimed at modernisation and investment at the local level. 
thanks to them, visions of change in space are implemented by identifying ways of 
urban and architectural design of selected areas and creating urban composition, aimed 

41  A draft amendment to the Act on spatial planning and development and certain other acts, Ministry of Infrastructure and development, 
warsaw 2015.

42  kowalewski a., mordasiewicz J., osiatyński J., regulski J., Stępień J., Śleszyński p., Report on the economic losses and social costs of 
uncontrolled urbanization in Poland, frDl and iGipZ pan, warsaw 2013.
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at improving and expanding the spatial structures, spatial order and living conditions 
and implementing integrated urban development strategies.
the practice is, however, often different and urban design serves the implementation of 
isolated projects, not focusing on creating spatially coherent structures, which usually 
leads to meeting the current investment needs that are not always consistent with 
the principles of sustainable and integrated development planning.

Cooperation between cities
improvement of the situation in this area is expected in the development and initiation 
of inter-municipal cooperation, especially in urban functional areas and metropolitan 
agglomerations, which, as a matter of integrated strategic and spatial planning, were 
introduced in the above-mentioned Concept of spatial development of the country43. 
experience in this field is still very scarce, there are few positive examples, the enthu-
siasm weakened in terms of making local authorities organise themselves as part  
of metropolitan areas planned to be constructed. the government policy of pro-in-
tegration provides new incentives. this policy is associated with the initiation  
of preparations for the comprehensive development projects recognized in the frame-
work of the so-called Integrated Territorial Investments44. 

in order to support and accordingly prepare such projects, there is a need for integrated 
planning of territorial development, understood as the management of sustainable 
development of the area in the framework of social, economic and spatial policies 
and implementation of the objectives and tasks of development adopted in the doc-
uments prepared for them. the establishment of rules concerning the acquisition of 
socio-economic, regional and spatial cohesion, improvement of effectiveness and 
competitiveness of the economy and the ways of development, land utilisation and 
implementation of modernisation and investment plans set for the regional and local 
levels should also serve this purpose.

Development planning integration
the state of planning and development of space in poland has been severely criticised 
for many years, which is expressed in many publications and speeches. also pointed 
out are evaluations such as the one in the Report on the state of spatial development of 
the country45, or the one in the diagnostic part of the Concept of spatial development 
of the country 203046 one of the major causes of defectively conducted spatial devel-
opment is believed to be the weakness of the connection between spatial planning and 
socio-economic development, which is also deepened by the beliefs of many experts 
and decision-making communities, educated in the former command system, about 
the fundamental superiority of socio-economic planning over spatial planning, and 
not about their necessary interdependence. 

43  See footnote 23
44  the rules of taking into account the urban dimension of eu cohesion policy, including the implementation of the integrated territorial investment, 

ministry of regional Development, warsaw 2012.
45  Polish space – Report on the state of national spatial development, mb, warsaw 2007.
46   The concept of spatial development of the country 2030, mp of 2012, item 252 of 27 april 2012.
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when, as shown e.g. by the national urban policy, polish cities face major decisions relat-
ing to the investment policy (...) and must respond to the still very significant needs for 
investment in infrastructure and housing – the integration and concentration of activities 
for the implementation of these decisions seems to be the dictated by temporary needs. 
this is largely emphasized in the literature on the subject, in many governmental docu-
ments, including the action plan of the national Crisis management plan 203047. the plan 
is intended to “implement” the national Spatial planning Concept 2030 in order to exploit 
the potential of the country and regions more effectively, which results from the conditions 
and area connections through the development of an integrated, multi-layer, coordinated 
system of development planning and abandoning the duality of spatial and socio-economic 
development. 

it can be further assumed that the integration of spatial and socio-economic development 
described in this way should be treated as a public activity of continuous nature, striving for 
the implementation of its objectives in the framework of sustainable development policy and 
for integration of the equitably treated systems of spatial and socio-economic development. 
it should also include the integration of systems for programming, planning, monitoring and 
managing the development of the territory and the creation of organizational structures 
capable of efficient coordination of public and private entities for the conduct of a coherent 
development planning as well as implementation tasks and development projects. 

rules of development planning integration

one can specify the principles that should guide the practical implementation of urban 
development of this kind of spatial and strategic planning, already described in the 
literature a long time ago48, and emphasizing, among others, the need to:

	  maintain equality between both areas of planning and expand their relations;
	  apply harmonized standards, measures and indicators of sustainable development;
	  conduct comprehensive works on planning documents in close cooperation with 

the institutions responsible for their preparation, teams of authors and their per-
formance in a similar period of time or at the same time;

	  create new norms and standards of integrated planning.

one example of searching for such a formula of integrated development planning 
both at local and regional level are the “model principles of integrated programming 
and management of sustainable development of the province”, developed as part of 
the project of lower Silesian province49 development, as shown in the figure below:

47  Action Plan of the National Crisis Management Plan 2030, warsaw 2013.
48  korzeń J., integration of tools for spatial and strategic planning, Urbanista no. 4/04, warsaw 2004.
49   The change in the spatial development plan of Lower Silesian Province, korzeń J. and wałęga a. et al., wbu – irt, wrocław 2014.
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Integrated investment strategies and strategic projects
the basic tools of integrated development planning should consist of integrated, 
comprehensive investment strategies and strategic projects arising out of them.  
they are already part of the regional operational programs as integrated territorial 
investments50, supported by the funds from the european regional Development fund 
and european Social fund, as well as by national operational programs.

Such strategies and the above-mentioned projects must be directed at the challenges 
of urban areas: economic, environmental, climatic and social challenges, as well as 
focused on activities in an integrated way in the area of specific features and devel-

50   the rules of taking into account the urban dimension of eu cohesion policy, including the implementation of the integrated territorial 
investment, ministry of regional Development, warsaw 2012.

figure 9 – integrated management
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opment needs or areas which require intervention. these projects should be treated 
as comprehensive sets of actions aimed at coherent and coordinated implementation 
of priority tasks with specified organizational, financial and technical parameters 
identified for implementation as part of the sustainable development policy. 

Strategic projects of various nature (area, network, linear or point nature) are char-
acterized by complexity, large-scale, complementarity with the other actions or 
programs, a synergy effect on the development and consideration of requirements 
of best practices in the specific field, and the basis for their implementation are the 
findings contained in integrated spatial plans and development strategies as well as 
other planning documents related to them. their implementation will have a significant 
influence on the acquisition of the desired changes in the spatial, social and economic 
structure of a given territory and on the introduction of the idea of sustainable devel-
opment and progress while creating spatial order.
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integrAted ACtivities in the Context  
of urbAn develoPment 
Jacek Godlewski

a city is characterized by diverse interests and continuous actions taken by various 
stakeholders. urban development can be defined as changes in the economy, social 
system, environment, and spatial arrangement, which make up the spatial management 
as a conscious and intentional activity to meet urban development goals. Cities are 
the driving force of the european economy and can catalyze creativity and innovation 
across the european union. Statistically, approximately 68% of the population live in 
metropolitan areas and generate 67% of the GDp. the significance of cities has been 
noted in strategic documents such as the National Strategy for Regional Development 
2010–2020 or the Concept of National Urban Planning and Management 2030, which casts 
cities in the role of key areas for strategic intervention, i.e. the targets of concentrated 
pro-growth activities.

factors that shape urban arrangement include: demographics, shrinking cities with 
aging population or on the contrary, a rapid increase in area and population of young 
residents, expansion of multicultural communities and economic crisis-related elements51.

various dimensions of the urban life – environmental, economic, social, and cultural 
– are interconnected and a successful development of urban areas can be achieved 
only by the integrated approach. effective urban management needs allocated reno-
vation means to be linked with funds for education, economic growth, social inclusion 
and environmental protection. also, it is necessary to establish a strong partnership 
between local communities, civil society, local economy, and all-level authority officials. 
it is of crucial importance in view of challenges that european cities are facing: aging 
societies52 , economic stagnation in terms of new jobs and social progress, as well 
as the effects of climate changes. Successful response to these challenges will pave  
the way for smart and sustainable growth conducive to social inclusion, stipulated  
in the Europe 2020 Strategy.

the 2014–2020 Cohesion policy is packed with various tools dedicated to specific types 
of territories, including cities and urban functional areas. it derives from a territorial 
approach, which is based on the assumption that tailor-made interventions, appropri-
ate for a given territorial type, are more effective than traditional ones. the territorial 
approach which puts an end to viewing an area through the prism of administrative 
limits, holds internal capacities, challenges and growth barriers.

51  Why Urban planning System Must Change [w:] „urban world”, vol. 1 issue 4, un-habitat for a better urban future, 2009.
52  for example, according to eurostat forecasts (europop2013) after 2024 the number of people over age 65 will exceed 20% of the 

polish population, while after 2060 – 33%. See also: waligórska m., kostrzewa Z., potyra m., rutkowska l., Prognoza ludności na lata 
2014-2050 (Population forecasts 2014-2050), Zakład wydawnictw Statystycznych, warsaw, 2014, p. 21.
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the scope of integrated actions for the sustainable development of urban areas should 
be based on such key issues as:

	  natural environment with the following targets: protecting resources, maintaining 
the balance between available resources and planned level of development, finding 
cross-border and interregional solutions to water-related problems, upholding 
biodiversity, preserving natural structures, promoting energy efficiency, encourag-
ing smart energy management and renewable energy sources, limiting transport 
intensity, reducing the emission of greenhouse gases, recommending low-emission 
strategies for all territories, especially for urban areas, plus supporting sustainable, 
multi-modal urban mobility;

	  urban environment with the following targets: urban regeneration, reclamation  
of post-industrial areas, reduction of air pollution and noise levels, renewal  
in terms of the substance, society and economy of poor communities living  
in urban and rural areas;

	  cultural environment with the following targets: heritage protection, reinforcing 
identity, incorporating the culture in development projects;

	  transportation with the following targets: accessibility as a key factor for growth 
and competitiveness, balancing the spatial development and the expansion  
of transportation networks, improvement of public transport;

	  economy with the following targets: stimulating growth, adapting growth trends 
to the specifics of a given area, creating cooperation networks and clusters;

	  social challenges with the following targets: reducing the trends of social exclusion, 
combating unemployment and social problems;

	  housing with the following targets: analyses, balancing the needs and housing 
stock in local and regional plans, weighing the housing stock and the job market; 

	  regeneration with the following targets: limiting an excessive expansion of urbanized 
areas, better use of urbanized areas, cultural heritage protection, counteracting 
the processes of social degradation. 

integrated activities for sustainable development of urban areas will be implemented in 
poland through the integrated territorial investments under the Cohesion fund, financed 
by the european regional Development fund and the european Social fund within 
sixteen regional operational programs as well as indirectly under national programs. 
thus, the integrated programs financed from various sources can be accomplished. 
they will be run in twenty four functional areas, including seventeen functional areas of 
province capital cities and seven functional areas of subregional/regional municipalities.
 
the implementation of the integrated territorial investments (itis) through inter-com-
munal agreements refers to thirteen functional areas, whereas in eleven cases it will 
be realized through the existing or new associations. Some of them have a wide spec-
trum of interventions, e.g. wrocław functional area will start projects of twenty three 
investment priorities, while warsaw functional area of no more than seven priorities.
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the associations or partnerships to run the integrated territorial investments will 
mainly focus on projects under priority 4e: promoting low emission strategies for all 
types of areas, in particular in urban areas, by encouraging sustainable urban transport 
and taking up necessary adaptation and mitigation activities; as well as priority 4c: 
supporting energy efficiency and exploitation of renewable energy sources in public 
buildings and the housing sector.

the list of developmental goals for ecologically sustainable urbanization can be found 
in the 2009 report53 on sustainable city planning. the list includes the following chal-
lenges: reducing the emission of greenhouse gases, limiting urban sprawl, promoting 
more compact cities with efficient public transport, creating conditions that foster 
business activity, providing equal access to high-quality municipal services within a 
city and stimulating social integration by proper urban forms.  

the elements of the integrated approach to the regeneration of urban areas are included 
in the leipzig Charter on Sustainable european Cities with the following assumptions:

	  creating and ensuring high-quality public spaces,
	  modernizing infrastructure networks and improving energy efficiency,
	  proactive innovation and educational policies,
	  special focus on deprived neighborhoods within the context of the city as a whole,
	  pursuing strategies for upgrading the physical environment,
	  strengthening the local economy and local labor market policy,
	  proactive education and training policies for children and young people,
	  promoting efficient and affordable urban transport.

modern city governance requires a visionary approach, original concepts and seem-
ingly irrational ideas. Creation of new urban areas should be governed by the rule of 
integrated protection of the cultural and natural heritage. therefore, one of the main 
challenges for a contemporary city, besides its functional role, is to integrate both 
material and mental elements. urban life comprises environmental, economic, social, 
and cultural correlations, and thus the adequate development of urban areas can be 
achieved only through the integrated approach. the development includes the physical 
renewal of urban areas that integrates education, economic growth, social inclusion, 
and environmental protection. Consequently, partnerships between civil society, local 
economy and all levels of public administration is a precondition for reaching this aim.

53  Planning sustainable cities [in:] Global report on human settlements, un habitat, 2009.
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urbAnized AreAs  
And the environment
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urbAn environment
Jacek Godlewski

Sustainable environment
urban environment is one of the most complex urban structures, strongly transformed 
anthropogenically, which affects natural ecosystems. it is also a result of shaping 
cultural environment of the urbanized space and it modifies depending on current 
needs of local communities and regional legislation. a city offers a comfortable living 
standard thanks to cultural, educational or health-care services (about 75%54 of eu 
citizens live in municipalities of various size). in urban space development we can 
distinguish environmental and cultural elements. 

urban environment offers valuable options for sustainable life. population density in 
cities makes it possible to shorten the distance to work and services, triggers a greater 
use of public transport, smaller flats take less lighting and heating energy, and thus 
residents consume less energy per capita than the population of rural areas. urban 
structures, however, are expanding and extend well beyond city limits themselves.

Natural resources management
on the city scale, the following groups of resources can be specified: energy and cli-
mate, bio-economy, metals and mineral resources, clean air, water, and waste. Some 
resources tend to expand beyond municipal boundaries as they play an important 
part in the regional or national ecosystems, e.g. water catchment, agricultural areas or 
forests. the situation of a municipality depends on the natural environment which can 
be defined as ecosystem services to inhabitants. they include drinking water, clean air, 
healthy food or flood protection. properly functioning ecosystems form the basis of 
sustainable urban development as they have a positive impact on a human being and 
open a wide spectrum of economic activity55. natural resources are mainly connected 
with the functioning of open urban space and create linked areas, spatial corridors 
that allow the air-mass flow as well as the movement of plant and animal species. 

natural resources can be also viewed as natural capital, forces of nature or environmental 
values that determine the quality of human life, including: renewable resources (water, 
air, solar energy, soil, forests); non-renewable (fossil fuels, minerals, secondary raw 
materials); and anything that a local community declares to be a resource (municipal 
waste, sand, landscape, wind power).

54  in 2014 74.6%, source: urban population (% of total), http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/Sp.urb.totl.in.ZS?display=graph, data 
for 2104, access date 22.01.2016.

55  berghöfer a. (ed.), Poradnik TEEB dla miast: usługi ekosystemów w gospodarce miejskiej (TEEB Manual for Cities: Ecosystem Services in Urban 
Management), ufZ, helmholtz Centre for environmental research, polish edition, Sendzimir foundation, kraków, 2011.
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figure 10 – a former coal mine in nowa ruda – Słupiec, poland

figure 11 – wind power stations in Den helder, the netherlands

figure 12 – hydro power plant on the bóbr river in pilchowice, poland
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Environmental planning and governance
both governments and societies make decisions on the exploitation or conservation 
of particular natural resources. the decisions refer mainly to planning authorities, 
particularly noticeable on the municipal level where plans are adopted in relation 
to the public interest (social) and the private one (investments). understanding the 
complexity of interactions between abiotic (physical environment), biotic and socio-
economic systems is a prerequisite for the future of cities and genuine improvement 
in the quality of life in the city.

lack of knowledge about the effects of environment-related decisions may result in a 
loss of indispensable and valuable ecosystems, which causes not only impoverishment 
of society but also affects the potential for urban economic development. 

Due to the evaluation of different resources within urban areas, the governance of 
natural resources should be subject to:

	  applying sustainable production patterns,
	  taking actions against excessive exploitation of ecological space,
	  using renewable and non-renewable resources of the natural environment  

in a proper manner, integrating and connecting economic, ecological and social 
aspects.

an adequate approach to urban environmental governance requires sustainable 
production patterns and better management of natural resources . necessary actions 
against excessive exploitation of ecological space should determine the efficiency 
of renewable and non-renewable resources of the natural environment as well 
as their correct use by the inhabitants. uncontrolled urban sprawl leads to an 
expansion of artificial areas in europe at the expense of agricultural ecosystems, 
grasslands and wetlands.

for the sustainable development to be successfully implemented in cities, a consistent 
urban strategy is a must. it includes integrated planning and city governance with 
the emphasis on the following aspects: ecological, social, economic, spatial, as well 
as civilization, institutions and politics. the goal of integrated planning is reaching 
social cohesion, reduced energy consumption (renewable resources, alternative fuels), 
efficient transportation system (diversification of means of transport), energy efficient 
buildings (insulation, low-energy buildings). providing lower energy consumption per 
capita through such solutions as public transport or energy saving buildings is the 
key in urban planning. new technologies facilitate energy efficiency, especially with 
renewable resources such as wind power, solar energy or alternative fuels.
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figure 13 – free ferry crossing system that links northern and Southern amsterdam

figure 14 – houseboats in amsterdam

figure 15 – high density built-up area with elements of park greenery in warsaw
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Successful city governance must include deliberate creation of urban greenery, surface 
waters and groundwater systems. effective quantitative and qualitative solutions 
should be subject to green infrastructure through promotion of ecological engineering 
or eco-hydrology.

proper governance of natural resources needs individual components to be evaluated, 
including: nature reserves, ecological land, natural habitats, wetlands, coastal zones, 
etc. in order to determine links and flows in ecosystems with a view of prioritizing 
tasks for different resources. an important indicator for maintaining or reducing a 
resource is the number of ecosystem users/beneficiaries and placing the component 
in protective hierarchy, which directly affects the resource use. in urban policy it is 
crucial to specify an indigenous zone for a given resource which gets destroyed when 
critical level has been reached in case of non-renewable resources. Yet, renewable 
resources need more financial efforts to recreate a given ecosystem. for this reason, 
ecosystems are of considerable value for urban governance. 

attempts to create urban sustainable environment are visible in pro-ecological trends 
in urban planning, including eco-urbanism, Green urbanism or Green architecture. the 
most pro-ecological tendency in urban planning is probably the garden city movement. 

an example of changing urban planning system is the 1918 development plan for 
Greater helsinki, made in line with the City Beautiful Movement by elian Saarinen. 
today, helsinki is a model example for strategic planning with an integrated and 
holistic vision of the city. it includes the following stages:

	  strategy – a vision for the development of helsinki region by 2050 with a popu-
lation increase from 1.3 to 2 million on the area of 70 square kilometers of new 
development land56;

	  concept – a new concept for the town of Sibbesborg in line with the strategy 
guidelines; the town located in the eastern part of the region as a missing satellite 
town, with the target population of 70-100 thousand and the area of 26 sq. km57;

	  plan – a new local land use plan based on the concept;
	  implementation – the realization of key elements of the transportation system 

has started.

Drawing up the strategy and the concept was based on open planning and architectural 
competitions in order to get as many ideas for efficient urban governance (including 
its resources) as possible.

56  Strategic alignments for land use, housing and mobility 2050, Greater helsinki vision 2050, http://www.hel.fi/hel2/helsinginseutu/
final_Greaterhelsinki_200x200mm_english_03-09-2010_low.pdf, access date 22.01.2016.

57  http://www.sipoo.fi/easydata/customers/sipoo/sibbesborg/kilpailu/index.html, access date 22.01.2016.
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figure 17 – vision for the development of helsinki region by 2050

figure 16 – “Greater helsinki” 1918 by elian Saarinen
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Summing up, new spatial layouts require interdisciplinary governance, especially when 
the environmental context is taken into account. there is no one-fits-all solution. it 
must be adapted to a given location and stages of the modification process. natu-
ral resources should be treated as the future social and financial wealth of the city 
residents as well as a sign of humanist and ecological solutions in the place of their 
everyday residence. the creation of urban environment must take into account natural 
aspects and its spatial continuity by connecting outer biodiverse areas (farmlands, 
water lands and woodlands) with inner areas of particular districts, housing estates 
and building complexes. this system should maintain high environmental standards 
in urbanized areas and provide people with a daily and direct contact with nature. 
today, natural air ventilation systems, living hygiene and green infrastructure are the 
top priority guidelines in planning modern cities.

figure 18 – functional and spatial structure of the planned city of Sibbesborg 
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A City in the Context of ClimAte ChAnge
Dominika p. brodowicz 

when considering climate change issues, it is worth referring to an opinion of those 
who have a real impact on shaping policies on environmental protection on a global 
scale and on the united nations (un) forum. as recently as in 2002, the problem 
of climate change was reluctantly addressed at the highest levels. in the case of the 
united States of america it was connected with its foreign policy, focused mainly on 
military interventions, including operations in afghanistan and then in iraq. we can 
learn from a 2002 memo by frank luntz, a prominent advisor to George w. bush, the 
uS president at that time, that a consensus about climate change within the scientific 
community would have a decisive impact on public opinion. therefore, a primary 
solution suggested for that time was to continue to maintain scientific uncertainty 
and disagreement in the debate58.  

a radical change in the approach to the issue could be observed a decade later.  
the current uS president, barrack obama, said in his speech to the uS Congress in 
January 2016 that the best scientists confirmed a correlation between human activ-
ity and global climate change (especially an increase in greenhouse gas emissions).  
the president warned that if the world does not “stop the amount of carbon that we 
send up”, there will be everything from rising oceans to more droughts and more floods 
and bigger hurricanes and typhoons, which in turn will trigger migration, conflicts and 
global famine59. Climate change is a fact confirmed by naSa, including the Goddard 
institute for Space Studies in nYC60. Data presented by naSa refer to increasing 
average air temperature. Compared to the temperature data of the late 19th century 
and then to the whole 20th century measurements, the increase of the average annual 
temperature by more than 0.6 degree is evident61.

Cities as a place of living for more than half of the global population have a disgraceful 
input into deteriorating environment. according to the world wide fund for nature 
(wwf), urban areas account for 67% of global energy demand, with the trend growing 
to 73% in 2030. this will have a direct impact on increased Co2 emissions due to 
non-renewable energy resources being used for heating, cooling as well as lighting 
for buildings and streets62.  

58  Drivers of change, Climate change, arup, 2006.   
59  https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/01/20/remarks-president-state-union-address january-20-2015,  

access date 18.09.2015.
60  http://www.giss.nasa.gov, access date 16.01.2016.
61  http://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/news/20151218/, access date 16.01.2016.
62  marks m., Miasta w obliczu zmian klimatu – zagrożenia i wyzwania (Cities and climate change – threats and challenges),  

http://awsassets.wwfpl.panda.org/downloads/1_monika_marks_miasta_w_obliczu_zmian_klimatu.pdf, access date 18.09.2015.
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Climate predictions are far from optimistic. rainfall distribution will change towards 
drier summers in the mediterranean area and more humid winters in northern europe. 
heat waves will become more intense and will last longer, and by the end of the cen-
tury the average annual air temperature will increase by 2-5°C compared with the 
current measurements63. unfortunately, we do not need to look far to find extreme 
weather events. in 2002 austria and in 2015 the balkans saw severe flooding64, while  
the summer months in 2003 and 2015 brought heat waves not only in the mediter-
ranean area65 but practically throughout Southern and Central europe66.

population density gives cities a great potential to save energy and cut down on greenhouse 
effects. Due to the significance of climate change issues, top universities together with 
organizations of cities and local governments have started studies on preparing urban 
areas to climate change. one of the relevant examples is a project run by the massa-
chusetts institute of technology (mit) and iClei - local Governments for Sustainability 
called Urban Climate Change Governance Survey. from the 2014 report it emerges that67:

	  4% of cities worldwide are engaged in both adaptation and mitigation activities.
	  the most  common  areas  where  local  governments reduce  emissions  are  those  

under their direct control (i.e. local government buildings and vehicle fleets), waste 
management and household energy consumption.

	  priority motivation factors for cities to initiate climate change mitigation strate-
gies are: demonstrating leadership, promoting sustainable urban development, 
understanding local climate-related risks, creating green jobs and boosting green 
economic development.

Cities report that their climate change planning and implementation initiatives face 
multiple challenges with the financial issue on the top. lack of funding for implementing 
projects and programs or employing teams and experts is a significant impediment. 
also, nearly 50% admit to have no access to or understanding of the data and infor-
mation related to natural threats68.

new York City is one of those cities preparing for the negative impact of climate change. 
the administration of the former nYC mayor michael bloomberg made a roadmap 
called PlaNYC. the current mayor bill de blasio released on earth Day 201569 a new 
plan One New York: The Plan for a Strong and Just City70 which builds on the previous one. 
according to the data found on the mayor’s website, since 2005 carbon emissions 
have been reduced by nearly 20%, on track to reaching a 70% reduction by 2050. 
these actions have already given the city the cleanest air in 50 years.

63  IIibid. 
64  http://www.fakt.pl/serbia-tonie-gigantyczna-powodz-na-balkanach,artykuly,462043,1,1,3.html, access date 17.09.2015.
65  http://prawo.money.pl/aktualnosci/wiadomosci/artykul/powodzie;w;europie;woda;wyzej;niz;podczas;powodzi;stulecia,178,0,1318322.

html, access date 17.09.2015.
66 http://tvnmeteo.tvn24.pl/informacje-pogoda/prognoza,45/tropiki-w-europie-nadciaga-potezna-fala-upalow,172510,1,0.html, access date 17.09.2015.
67  http://www.urbanclimatesurvey.com, access date 18.09.2015.
68  Ibid.
69  earth Day, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/earth_Day#earth_Day_network, access date 10.01.2015.
70  http://www1.nyc.gov/html/onenyc/about.html, access date 18.09.2015.
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another well-known european example of a city that has included developing plans 
for adaptation in its agenda is Copenhagen. it has been awarded the european Green 
Capital award in 201471. it has been granted the title of the world’s most livable city 
by Monocle magazine twice (2008 and 2013)72. Copenhagen is also a cyclist-friendly 
city. more than 55% of its residents commute to work, school or university by bike. 
an estimated 96% of inhabitants can get from their place of residence to recreation 
areas in less than 15 minutes. public transport is also appreciated by specialists.  
in 2008 transportation experts called the city train network in Copenhagen the best 
metro in the whole world73.

worthy of particular note is the foresight of those responsible for 2100 urban develop-
ing strategies. taking into account alarming assumptions about the 30-40% increase  
in rainfall by the end the century, the temperature in summer months by 2-3 degrees 
by 2050 and the sea level by about 1 meter within the next hundred years, the authors  
of the report Copenhagen - Solutions for Sustainable Cities prioritize 4 pillars of change74:

 1.  rainwater. Creating solutions across the whole city to pump out the rainwater.
 2.  air conditioning. building more passive buildings with alternative cooling solutions 

– awnings, ventilation and natural insulation.
 3.  warning system. monitoring and analyzing data on flooding and raising the sea level.
 4.  Green areas. Developing new green areas, small parks (pocket-size parks), green 

roofs and walls in order to slow down the outflow of rainwater and reduce the risk 
of flooding.

polish cities have also seen many changes, although they are less spectacular than 
in western european countries, yet still significant on the way to adapting to climate 
change. the 2010 and 2013 flooding as well as the 2015 drought indicate that climate 
challenges pose a real threat. Drawing on the example of warsaw we can refer to a 
project called Cities of Power75, concluded in 2014. it was financed by the european 
regional Development fund with warsaw as the lead city and partner cities of turin, 
ravenna and klagenfurt. the project objective was to promote renewable energy 
use in urban areas. under the project, an action plan for warsaw was developed on 
using renewable energy resources by 2020. project outputs include also a map of 
sun exposure for warsaw connected with an interactive it-toolbox which estimates 
the solar gain of solar panels or photovoltaic systems in the city. 

one of current topical issues is urban Climate Change adaptation plan for cities  
of over 100,000 inhabitants76. in cooperation with the ministry of the environment 
municipalities can launch planning projects within the upcoming two years that would 
prepare them for sudden rainfalls, local flooding, extreme heatwaves or hurricanes. 

71 http://ec.europa.eu/environment/europeangreencapital/winning-cities/2014-copenhagen/, access date 17.09.2015.
72 http://op-talk.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/08/04/what-is-the-worlds-most-livable-city/?_r=0, access date 17.09.2015.
73  http://manager.money.pl/news/artykul/najlepsze;metro;na;swiecie;jest;w;kopenhadze,36,0,610852.html, access date 17.09.2015.
74  Copenhagen – Solutions for Sustainable Cities 2012, https://stateofgreen.com/files/download/1174, access date 18.09.2015.
75  http://www.citiesonpower.eu/pl, access date 18.09.201.
76  http://www.lublin.eu/lublin_przygotuje_sie_do_zmian_klimatycznych-2-4724.html, access date 20.09.2015
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the planning strategies may also develop systems for rainwater collection or plans for 
spatial development of highly urbanized areas. the projects are to be financed from 
the operational program infrastructure and environment, whereas the adaptation 
activities from environmental funds. without such plans, cities will not be eligible 
for financial support for climate change related actions under the eu 2014–2020 
financial perspective77. 

Summing up, the issue of climate change together with its negative effects has become 
a challenge for cities for years to come, regardless of their geographical location. the 
cities which prioritize these challenges in their strategic plans have been presented 
here. however, it turns out that this approach is globally uncommon. it frequently 
stems from incomplete knowledge of decision makers as to climate-related risks for 
functioning of the city and health condition of its inhabitants as well as insufficient 
financial means for projects that would adapt infrastructure, transportation network 
or property resources to sudden spells of hot or icy weather, or high concentration of 
particles that induce urban smog formation.

77  https://www.mos.gov.pl/artykul/5232_spotkanie_konsultacyjne_spa_2020/20436_spotkanie_konsultacyjne_spa_2020.html,  
access date 20.09.2015.
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AdAPting Cities to Present-dAy threAts
katarzyna Sadowy 

Safe city
the beginning of the 21st century turned out to be a period of many risks and threats 
which were both unexpected or exceptionally large in scale. the nature of such crises 
is varied and complex; they are related to economic, social and environmental phe-
nomena with many areas of overlap between the three aspects78. Some would like to 
see the source of today’s problems in the depletion of natural resources and climate 
change. others point to the dominant cultural and economic model dominated by 
consumption. regardless of who is closer to the truth, the causes of the problems 
will not be easy to remove. we had better be prepared to respond to the crises and 
calamities which are very likely to take place in the years to come.

Cities are special areas when it comes to risk management, most of all because of 
the people living in them, but also due to the specific nature of urbanized space, i.e. 
spatial planning, which generates different problems for water supply and sewage 
management, formation of heat islands during heat waves, infrastructure density and 
its location, growing social polarization and the resulting vulnerabilities of various 
social groups. the degree of resilience to crises which cities possess can be weakened 
or boosted by factors which are environmental and urban, but also architectural, 
technical, social and cultural.

Crises and response to natural calamities
a safe city will operate a correctly functioning system despite the existing threats, 
although there can be different types of relationships between risks and system 
security. when cities are resilient to threats, they retain all their functions practically 
intact and do not change as a result of calamities or dangers. Cities may also display 
an ability to adapt and accommodate to adverse phenomena by modifying individual 
elements. in extreme situations, cities ravaged by disasters may be rebuilt as better 
systems, more adapted to new challenges. one group of challenges has to do with 
gradual changes including demographic (e.g. changes in the age structure of societ-
ies, migrations), economic (e.g. the degree of industrialization), social (e.g. changing 
models of living and consumption), technological (e.g. depleting old and looking for 
new energy sources) and environmental ones (especially climate change). another 
group is related to one-off events which transform cities in a very short period. this 
group includes primarily various disasters – political (e.g. war), economic (e.g. collapse 
of a sector of the economy), technological (e.g. infrastructure failures) and, finally, 
environmental (e.g. hurricanes, typhoons, draughts)79. 

78  as noticed by many authors including roseland 1997, eea 2010, hirt 2008, owen 2009, krugman 2010, Speck 2013.
79  Sadowy k., Struktura przestrzenna a ryzyko związane z funkcjonowaniem miast (Spatial Structure and Risks Related to the Functioning of Cities), research 

bulletin, Collegium mazovia innowacyjna Szkoła wyższa, Siedlce 2014
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the mechanisms of preventing risks and their consequences or carrying out adaptation 
or rebuilding work vary. three types of actions are usually identified:

	  grey actions, e.g. building barriers;
	  green actions, e.g. improving biodiversity;
	  soft actions, e.g. early warning systems80.

it is always easier to forecast and foresee gradual changes. but even those risks which 
are more difficult to predict may be countered with better or worse preparations  
to minimize their consequences. earthquakes and their consequences measured  
in the number of casualties are a good case in point. earthquakes of a similar magni-
tude killed about 230,000 people in Sumatra in 2004, between 165,000 and 310,00 
(according to different sources) in 2010 in haiti but only about 20,000 in 2011  
in Japan, which was much better prepared. Yet even Japan proved unprepared for  
the tsunami which brought about a nuclear accident81. 

pre-emptive actions which not only minimize the consequences of risks, but, most 
of all, tackle the risks themselves, are the most efficient. however, they require time 
and the involvement of decision makers and residents. this is well illustrated by the 
approach to potable water crises in Cyprus and Spain82. in 2005–2008, due to poor 
rainfall in Cyprus, potable water became so scarce that the country decided to import 
it in tankers from Greece. on the other hand, Saragossa, which experienced similar 
problems in 1998–2012, introduced a comprehensive policy of water saving. it con-
sisted in modernizing the water supply infrastructure, launching awareness campaigns, 
metering the use of water by households and the necessary adjustment of water 
tariffs. as a result of these measures, water consumption fell by 30%, even though 
population increased by 12%. the rise in population numbers may be interpreted as 
indirect evidence of improved quality of life in the city, which is undoubtedly related 
to uninterrupted access to good quality potable water.

Soft measures are also employed to manage the problem of heat waves and the for-
mation of heat island in cities. more and more european cities try to contain health 
risks, including premature deaths, brought about by long exposure to excessive 
temperatures. for example, milan, paris and botkyrka (Sweden) have all identified 
risk groups, registered them in a dedicated system and ensured access to relevant 
services, including paramedic care and shopping assistance. in budapest, an early 
warning system about heat waves was an element in the initiative to expand air 
pollution monitoring83.

80  adaptation in europe – addressing risks and opportunities from climate change in the context of socio-economic developments, eea 
report 3/2013.

81  https://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/trz%C4%99sienie_ziemi_u_wybrze%C5%bCy_honsiu_(2011) access date 10.01.2016.
82  adaptation in europe – addressing risks and opportunities from climate change in the context of socio-economic developments, eea 

report 3/2013
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Specific challenges are related to a situation when a city or part of it must be rebuilt 
after a disaster. one of the largest such calamities in recent years was hurricane katrina 
which hit the bahamas, the Gulf of mexico and new orleans on 29 august 2005. in 
new orleans dykes were broken, as a result of which 80% of the city was flooded, 
the water level reaching 3 meters. about 500,000 people had to be evacuated.

new orleans fell victim to a series of critical factors. first, the city was inconveniently 
located. other factors were socio-economic in nature. the risk management and early 
warning system did not work as expected. later on the system of organizing relief, 
especially at the federal level, was also heavily criticized. however, the situation was 
aggravated by the fact that basic infrastructure was destroyed at the very beginning 
of katrina’s strike. Social problems, especially the highest poverty level in the uSa, 
and a small share of home owners in the population, were additional risk factors 
and - according to some observers - they help explain why rescue efforts came so 
late with preference given to white middle class citizens. nevertheless, the projects 
launched when rebuilding the city provide a good model and may be an inspiration 
for analogous actions in other part of the world including europe and poland.

one of the implemented projects was Project Home84. its first objective was to rec-
reate neighborhood “clusters” to encourage more residents to come back to the city.  
it would be difficult to imagine anyone wanting to rebuild a house among ruined, 
empty plots with no prospect of neighbors settling in the vicinity in the near future. 
Clusters also served to make more efficient use of resources earmarked for infra-
structure reconstruction. 

the other important objective was to build the city anew in a way which would min-
imize the negative consequences of potential future calamities. thus, the plan was 
to build more safe houses with better technical parameters. 

the methodology adopted was to involve different stakeholders and encourage them 
to exchange knowledge, expertise, labor and capital (including real estate). the 
stakeholders included:

	  non-profit organization: leonard and louise riggio foundation, which gave birth 
to project home again,

	  non-profit organization: home again project;
	  public body: u.S. Department of energy’s building america;
	  public body: the new orleans redevelopment authority (nora);
	  research body: building Science Corporation;
	  private owners, residents;
	  private bodies, local developers; Green Coast enterprises.
83  ibid., see also: molander i., Carlsson-kanyama a., Heat waves, an underestimated threat to health: A method for local governments  

to prevent and act, presentation from the annual Global forum on resilient Cities and adaptation, bonn, 2011.
84  baechler m. C., Gilbride t. l., hefty m. G., Cole p. C., adams k., butner r. S., & ortiz S. J., Building America Best Practices Series Volume 

16: 40 proc. Whole-House Energy Savings in the Mixed-Humid Climate, pacific northwest national laboratory (no. pnnl-20890, 
richland, wa (uS), 2011.
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in the first phase of the project in 2009, 20 plots in Gentilly were purchased to build 
houses according to new technical standards. a system of incentives and conditions 
was created for former new orleans citizens who had lost their homes and could 
recover them by participating in the project. the following conditions had to be met:

	  keeping up the house, 
	  paying the insurance,
	  paying the taxes,
	  offering one’s own real estate to project home again;

in return, it was possible to obtain a house with no additional fees thanks to loans 
which were written off at the rate of 20% a year. in this way, the ownership was 
transferred after 5 years. the project resulted in 131 houses built in 6 phases. the 
houses are protected from floods, additionally insulated from wind and water as well 
as equipped with energy-saving devices, installations and extra thermal insulations, 
reducing upkeep costs. an average house area was 110-125 square meters and the 
total costs were below 198,000 dollars, decreasing in every successive phase of the 
project. energy saving could be up to 55% compared to previous houses85.

efficient methods of building safe cities require the involvement of different stakehold-
ers and methods. it is also necessary that this should be an ongoing learning curve 
for the organizations and the people involved. in the case of exceptionally serious 
risks or challenges, it is recommended to tap into the experience of the stakeholders 
who have faced similar problems in the past as well as draw upon the achievements 
of the r&D sector. the same goes for the everyday running of cities, including polish 
ones. urban planning needs to be done with more involvement from local commu-
nity or neighborhood organizations, leaders and residents. this tendency has been 
pronounced for several years now. Despite differences among individual countries, 
american and western european lessons provide good examples of organizations 
which may be successfully applied.

85  rodin J., The Resilience Dividend, publicaffairs, 2014.
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A friendly City
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thorny issues in housing
Jacek Godlewski 

there are lots of thorny issues related to housing and they affect residents in different 
manners. one of the two key aspects that have a negative impact on inhabitants is  
the intensification of residential development visible in city centers and suburban housing 
estates. it derives from both economic and social factors that lead to the maximum land 
use for construction purposes. 

the typology for housing challenges refers to the character of housing development, 
starting from multifamily residential, which involves the problems of dwelling ecology, 
smaller dwelling areas, a shortage of common space for the community and an insufficient 
spectrum of public services, to detached houses dominated by cramped subdivision of 
land and no transportation service. 

apart from problems connected with intensified development of residential areas there 
are also difficulties with scattered housing buildings. this phenomenon concerns mainly 
new suburban projects, located in farm lands. it is spontaneous urbanization triggered 
predominantly by the land owners’ profit. it grows out of the following factors: a) inten-
tion to sell plots of farm land as residential land, which is more expensive, b) building 
houses as rural settlements, which is subject to lower taxation or c) an appetite for 
living in “green suburbs“. 

Seemingly, the above aspects do not pose problems to living itself, as these examples  
of development are carried out as individual housing investments surrounded by extensively 
used agricultural land. this kind of investment approach is similar to development in the 
countries of northern europe, e.g. in finland. a housing project of tapiola (a garden city) 
in the middle of a forest is characterized by freely scattered buildings, 3-8 stories high 
with an average population density rate of 3,200 per sq. km, while in helsinki region the 
rate in low density areas (detached housing) is 350 per sq. km. the tradition of finnish 
modernism was concentrated on the development of suburbs and the creation of balanced 
relations between built environment and the nature. polish suburbs may enjoy such a 
form only in the first stage of transformation because the development is located along 
the roads (typically for farming transport vehicles) on single subdivided plots that have 
e.g. an attractive location. an indirect factor triggering scattered development is the lack 
of investment stages or of continuity in construction, because local legislation does not 
pose a common-sense obligation to pursue planned urban development.

another stage of agricultural land transformation is building up the space between  
the already existing plots, which forms chains of development.  the final stage is developing 
the second and third building line inside the urban blocks in street line development, with 
limited transportation, accessed through extension roads or thanks to land easement. 
major problems for residents of these areas include limited transportation service (incor-
rectly parameterized streets) and no space for technical infrastructure (water, sewage 
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and rainwater connections). Such an approach to the spatial planning policy results  
in resorting to temporary solutions: wells, septic tanks or home sewage treatment plants, 
which cannot operate efficiently and thus induce hygiene disasters.

another challenge for new housing developments is the lack of public services such  
as culture, education, sport, or recreation. market conditions are responsible for that  
as there is an ever greater demand for residential development. the consumer (resident), 
however, is interested in a place for living and not in participating in costs of buying and 
developing public space such as parks, sports fields, roads, schools, or community cen-
ters. this is the key responsibility of the Commune where residents live and pay taxes. 
today, a general approach of municipalities promotes random urban development since 
local legislation does not include public status roads, park greenery or public services. 
reluctance of local authorities to plan these objectives results from the necessity to buy 
out land properties along prospective road boundaries as well as from an obligation to 
make water, sewage and street lighting investments. therefore, let us ask a question: 
what is this planning of new housing trends for? the answer could include the following 
arguments: an extra revenue gained from direct taxes (taxes on land and buildings) and 
indirect taxes (vat, Cit, and pit), way higher than taxes on agricultural land; the power 
to impose and collect planning fees and betterment levy or common cadastral tax.

a problematic issue in housing is uncontrolled urban development based on geodetic 
land subdivision, which in turn results from a wish list for small-scale residential plots. 
indeed, a smaller land plot is easier to sell than a big one as it will cost less with the 
fixed price per square meter. Consequently, the market demand leads to a formal division 
into land plots of average size 600 sq. m in urban areas, while in suburban towns about 
1,000 sq. m. it translates into population density of 4,500 per sq. km and 2,700 per sq. 
km, respectively, on the assumption that 10% is taken by (unwanted) transportation 
and three people will inhabit one plot. in the first case, population density corresponds 
to population density of the Swedish capital city Stockholm, while in the other to tallinn, 
the capital city of estonia.
 
particular problems of multifamily housing development include: inadequate daylight, 
impractical floor plan in old towns, city centers and modernist prefabricated buildings; 
lack or ineffectual public space filled with substandard development (garages, sheds, 
technical constructions, etc.) in city centers; insufficient parking space, sports and rec-
reation facilities. City center built-up substance generates problems when the purpose 
is changed and offered to commercial services (banks, law firms, offices). this trans-
formation does not improve the quality of city centers as the area becomes less and 
less attractive for the residents due to raised prices and domination of services, which 
in turn makes downtown districts die out culturally. it also reduces security based on 
neighborhood solidarity. 

new multifamily housing projects are based on a minimum program. it is limited to:  
a specific apartment typology, placing parking space in the immediate vicinity of or inside 
buildings, common space between buildings and fencing. lower living standards result 
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from the form and method of investments which promote standard solutions limited 
to putting up an apartment box by making reinforced construction shell, ceilings, glass 
or gas concrete walls with some heat-insulating cladding. the buildings are on the one 
hand cheap to produce, but on the other hand expensive to maintain and definitely lack 
energy saving parameters. 

how can we solve housing development problems? first, municipalities must implement 
sensible and consistent spatial policies, avoiding changes in land use (from housing into 
services or production) and giving investors the sense of security during the investment 
process. for new housing projects it is essential to divide the investment into stages, 
which enables subsequent completion of basic infrastructure, communication and 
construction development. they should also designate and hold areas for basic public 
services which could be temporarily used for other purposes, thus being a next stage in 
the realization of the target vision for the housing estate (greenery, sport and recreation 
on areas for culture and education). Decision makers should also manage the primary 
transportation and shared zone arrangement (for passersby, vehicles and bicycles) 
which provides residents with a possibility to move around and with relevant technical 
infrastructure. it is vital to make publicly available the inner part of multifamily urban 
blocks in the form of semi-private space. efficient management is also a must that leads 
to reduced maintenance costs thanks to ecological and low-energy solutions. the final 
and the most important factor is dwelling hygiene, including due care for biologically 
active space through preserving parks, green squares, water greenery or family allot-
ment gardens which also constitute the green infrastructure used e.g. for rain water 
management purposes. 

it cannot be forgotten, though, that the conclusions presented here will not universally 
apply to all residential areas. Yet, it seems that for housing resources management  
in settlement units they can serve as selected case studies that help to prevent problems 
with urban planning and development. 
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A City for All
katarzyna Sadowy 

Inclusion and social capital in urban planning
privileges and responsibilities, differences in the standard of living and access to various 
urban functions, domination of municipal or religious authorities are all reflected in  
the architectural and urban creation of the city. today, one of key challenges for europe 
is neutralizing the effects of growing social polarization and exclusion of some people 
and groups from using the advantages offered by the city. inclusion of as many parts 
of urban community as possible increases social capital and strengthens civil society, 
to the benefit of all, at the end of the day.

Speaking of the urban planning strategy that takes into account these principles,  
we should consider what elements are crucial because a city is very complex and 
diverse. the following aspects seem to be notably meaningful:

	  urban spatial arrangement (different quality levels in various neighborhoods, 
availability of public services, etc.);

	  housing development (including rental apartments and community housing);
	  public facilities;
	  public space.

the role of public space in participatory planning and social capital building together 
with the concept of planning for all needs to be elaborated. the notion of community 
segmentation, differentiation or categorization presupposes that some of these groups 
suffer particular disadvantages or even exclusion. City residents can be part of many 
groups at the same time (young, uneducated, wealthy), and the assessment of their 
diverse participation may be complex. however, the goal of these classifications is 
to analyze specific needs of particular groups and the degree of their satisfaction.

there may be numerous categories of group divisions, including the following ones:

	  age;
	  economic status (measured e.g. in the income level per one household or a 

household member; household financial assets);
	  education;
	  cultural aspects, mostly nationality, religion and race.
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the following groups are currently considered to be influential stakeholders of par-
ticipatory planning:

	  seniors,
	  children (together with their parents),
	  the disabled,
	  people on social welfare or in difficult long-term life situation.

planning that takes into consideration the needs of immigrants is a subject that 
deserves special attention. a significant, yet challenging issue is to include the users 
of public space that are viewed as undesirable or a threat to public security, e.g. the 
homeless. the fundamental question is: “Should planning for all include the needs  
of all indeed (of course apart from criminals and those who threaten or destroy 
public security)”? if the answer is affirmative, to what extent? it is impossible  
to equally satisfy the needs of all, not least because some needs of particular groups 
are mutually exclusive. this does not mean, however, that we should stop looking 
for compromise solutions. it would be ideal to provide everyone with an opportunity  
to spend time and have their desirable lifestyles. the greatest challenge, however,  
is to establish how to negotiate the space between individual groups and what behav-
iors should be declared inadmissible. 

a way out is to start studies on public space and analyze its accessibility. we can 
distinguish the following aspects of accessibility:

	  physical;
	  economic;
	  psychological.

physical accessibility is most connected with physical shape of public space. various 
barriers may form obstacles, yet it must be borne in mind that it is not only about 
physical disability but also other kinds of impairment. Designing space for wheelchair 
users does not cover all needs in this respect (as it is frequently believed). removal 
of technical barriers, installing amenities as elevators, driveways, ramps, passages 
wide enough, roads and floors with even surfaces is convenient also for people with 
minor walking disabilities, parents of small children or travelers with heavy luggage. 
planning should also take into account the needs of people with the visual or hearing 
impairment as well as those with developmental disabilities. the following factors 
should be taken into account: clear-cut urban layout, properly formulated announce-
ments and information, adequate lighting and intensity of impulses which can be 
annoying or disturbing. 
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economic accessibility is connected with the level of commercialization in public 
space. what promotes greater accessibility is outdoor location (in parks or squares) 
for fitness gyms, ping-pong or chess tables or simply urban furniture to fulfill various 
functions. free entertainment or cultural events perform a similar function. 
a significant aspect is psychological accessibility, meaning the sense of freedom in 
using public functions or facilities. widespread promotion of a healthy lifestyle and 
sports by all social groups encourages inhabitants to use outdoor gyms. also seniors or 
people who are less physically fit have stopped feeling embarrassed or uncomfortable 
to use sports equipment. outdoor fitness or workout practiced by seniors does not 
surprise anyone anymore. it seems that several years ago such psychological barriers 
were much higher. they seem to have vanished partly thanks to placing outdoor gyms 
as small, local zones, close to their dwellings, in the area where they feel comfortable 
and at home. mental barriers may concern using cultural facilities or attending cultural 
events. those who are not accustomed to this kind of activity may be uninterested 
in these offers or they can feel strange and awkward not knowing certain codes of 
manners appropriate in cultural space. a proper introduction to public space may 
effectively lower the barriers, encourage to take active part and thus strengthen the 
individual and social capital. making the best of public space is connected with the 
quality and dignity of life. Sense of belonging, opportunity to express oneself, to sat-
isfy social needs and to develop hobbies are extremely important for both categories 
equally. however, social capital, just like preventing social exclusion, has much more 
to do with the infrequently applied category of life dignity. it can be weakened due to:

	  indifference (disrespecting or ignoring needs of some users);
	  disdain (tolerating hate speech in public space);
	  dependence (necessity to be assisted, e.g. because of physical barriers);
	  collective responsibility, stigmatization (neglecting areas designated for particular 

social groups, using disrespectful or scornful terms by their residents);
	  exclusion (e.g. through gentrification or commercialization of public space). 

participation in the process of creating public space naturally enhances social inclusion 
and social capital building. it offers a chance to exchange opinions and needs with 
different groups during a debate, when there is still time for compromise solutions and 
various viewpoints. participation may take various forms, from formalized schemes 
required by law to bottom-up initiatives which tend to be unwelcome or even ignored 
by the authorities.

today, basic tools for joint efforts in shaping public space is submitting comments 
to draft zoning plans as well as proposing projects under the participatory budgeting 
scheme. also other participation methods have become more and more popular, 
mainly public consultation and workshops. they trigger the engagement of particular 
social groups, also those that are usually inactive and reluctant to take part in quite 
common participation mechanisms. 
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there are tools being prepared to facilitate the understanding of project concepts 
- spatial drawings, mock-ups or plans – by children and citizens unfamiliar with 
urban planning as well as by people with the visual impairment or developmental 
disabilities. 
an exceptional technique for participatory public space creation is introducing signs, 
symbols and notes by artists and other users. there are two notable remarkable 
examples of such bottom-up interventions.

the first one is artistic in its nature. it is a mural by iwona Zając made on the walls 
of the Shipyard in Gdańsk. the artist made it in 2004 upon her decision to go out 
with her works into the urban space and turn a spotlight on social issues. the mural 
was inspired by stories that former shipyard workers had shared with the artist. as 
iwona Zając put it, the mural was meant to be a tribute to the place and the people. 
when decisions were made to close down the shipyard and redevelop this part of 
the city, the building wall became troublesome. the initial idea was to move it to 
another location (according to the investor’s statement from 2008) however finally, 
in 2013, it was simply knocked down. it is, moreover, a strategy model that affected 
other buildings such as Supersam (a supermarket) in warsaw or the railway Station 
in katowice which were supposed to be moved, in one piece or in parts, but at the 
end it did not happen and they were replaced by brand new constructions. it proves 
not only a doubtful authenticity of investors but also something deeper and more 
important. the testimony of time and identity of the inhabitants is strictly connected 
with the place. moving relics and setting up a lapidarium instead of authentic space 
is not only problematic and costly, but probably also pointless. after ending their 
professional careers, the former shipbuilders were still symbolically present in that 
space for a few years. eventually, they disappeared completely.

the other example of interference in public space is not as symbolic but has a very 
practical dimension, related to the sense of security and control over the imme-
diate surroundings. in Calgary, local residents had for years been unsuccessfully 
trying to enforce reduced speed limits in their street. Since their motivation was 
driven by the security of their children, they took action that drew on the esthetics 
of children’s drawings. in the street, apart from illegally putting up road signs with 
the desired speed limit, they painted road surface markings, e.g. yellow signs that 
promoted reduced speed or huge ladybirds that symbolized children the nearby 
playgrounds. the road signs were removed by municipal services. the authorities 
made a statement that the official plans did not include reduced speed limits to 
be introduced any time soon. the painted ladybirds, however, were allowed for a 
limited period of time, as a gesture of goodwill on their side. the representatives 
of the inhabitants’ groups declared that they would keep on painting the drawings. 
thus symbolic actions became a basic tool to negotiate the right to control the 
space they use.
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artistic activity in the urban space is a form of social expression, a communica-
tion between the artists, inhabitants, city authorities or even in a broader sense, 
the state or the international community. they can have a crucial meaning in the 
debate on the urban future and related ideas. this aspect will be elaborated on in 
the following chapter. 

Social inclusion and building community capital through all-party creation of public 
space is an essential and timely challenge. it requires continuing education and 
engagement of all the stakeholders, i.e. planners, local authorities, local organizations, 
informal groups, and inhabitants themselves. there are more and more tools and best 
practices available which can prevent or mitigate conflicts and facilitate the adoption 
of the most effective solutions.
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PArtiCiPAtory PlAnning As An element  
of sustAinAble develoPment
katarzyna Sadowy 

Introduction to participatory planning
participatory planning plays an important role in the functioning of mature, demo-
cratic societies. it refers to exceptionally essential issues which significantly affect 
the creation of urban sustainable development. in poland, the direct participation 
of a community in this process is legally secured in the Spatial planning and land 
Development act86 which is relevant to passing local law87. nevertheless, there is 
a need to extend the participation methods to more open and flexible forms that 
respond to current planning and social demand. extra-statutory forms of partic-
ipation are widespread across western europe88, but are still fledgling in poland.  
for this reason hammering out and disseminating best practices is of high priority. 
an exemplary action of this kind is planning workshops praga północ89, a district  
in the city of warsaw.

Praga Północ – workshops as an example of urban regeneration  
participatory planning 
the assumptions were consistent with the guidelines of un-habitat agenda, which 
emphasizes participatory governance model based on community’s will, equal chances 
in the access to the advances of the development, equitable share of costs and respect 
for natural environment by modifying today’s patterns  of production and consumption.

praga północ is located on the right bank of the vistula river in warsaw. a character-
istic feature of this neighborhood is a very high degree of preserved buildings that did 
not undergo destruction during world war ii, as compared to other quarters of the 
capital city. a considerable part of the urban development dates back to prewar times 
and is to a greater degree in poor technical condition due to numerous social, political 
and economic factors of the postwar period.  it is noteworthy to mention changes in 
the ownership structure following which the most of prewar private buildings were 
transferred to municipal ownership (municipalized). it applied to single family houses, 
multi-family residential buildings with a commercial part on the ground floors, as well 
as to service and industrial sites. Complex social processes in the district gradually 
led to steady deterioration of its reputation. this, in turn, translated into progressive 
negligence in housing management and consequently to a continuing degradation 
of the urban tissue and to local community problems. only in the past few years 
has the trend been successfully reversed by intellectual and high art elites that 

86  Act of 27 march 2003 r. the Spatial planning and land Development act, Dz.u. [Journal of laws] of 2003 no. 80 item 717.
87  Goździewicz-biechońska J. Partycypacja społeczna w tworzeniu prawa na przykładzie miejscowego planu zagospodarowania przestrzennego 

(Social participation in law making on the example of a local spatial development plan), Samorząd terytorialny, 2008, 7-8, p. 32-42.
88  Siemiński w. Cele i zasady partycypacji społecznej w planowaniu przestrzennym – przegląd literatury (Aims and principles of social participa-

tion in spatial planning – literature review). Człowiek i Środowisko, 2007, 31.1-2, p. 37-59.
89  http://sarp.warszawa.pl/warsztaty-projektowe-praga-polnoc/, access date 10.01.2015.
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started to appreciate the values of this historical urban tissue and the colors of local  
community who never ceased to cultivate its folklore, typical of prewar warsaw. 
Despite the current vogue for Praga, the wish list of urban regeneration actions is 
enormous. there are still serious social problems connected with unemployment, 
undeclared work and dependence on social welfare.

the goal of praga północ workshop session was to work out a transformation plan 
for a selected area in the district. it was organized for the city of warsaw together 
with the Society of polish town planners in 2014. the main focus was to foster coop-
eration among the jury expert members and teams and to provide comprehensive 
information on proceedings and solutions to all the interested parties, especially the 
district dwellers.

the workshop was based on the interdisciplinary principle, which was reflected in 
the selection of participants. the workshop jury was chaired by prof. marek bryx, 
ph.D. (economist, warsaw School of economics) and consisted of architects, urban 
planners, social science researchers, professionals experienced in non-governmen-
tal organizations and public administration, as well as entrepreneurs (prof. marek 
budzyński - architect, urban planner, the faculty of architecture at warsaw univer-
sity of technology; aleksandra Gołdys – sociologist at warsaw university; Julitta 
Grocholska, ph.D. – urban planner, geographer, the Society of polish town planners; 
wojciech nowakowski – business premises specialist, private sector; marcin och-
mański – entrepreneur; michał owadowicz – architect; katarzyna Sadowy, ph.D. eng. 
- architect, economist, Collegium mazovia, association of polish architects; marek 
Sawicki - architect, urban planner).

in the first stage of the workshop session, the registration was open for teams con-
sisting of minimum one architect or urban planner and at least one representative of 
the social sciences. the jury evaluated the achievements of the team, but most of all 
the submitted summary information on the transformation concept for the selected 
area. the aim was to outline the essential principles and goals of the program, to be 
elaborated on and clarified in the second stage. the teams had to identify specific 
tools for reaching operational goals:

• social and economic recovery by improving the quality of public space in line with 
the rules of spatial order and esthetics,
	  development of tourism and culture in the context of cultural heritage resources,
	  increased safety of inhabitants and readjusted transport networks inside the 

residential complex,
	  integration of inhabitants, prevention of social exclusion.

five teams proceeded to the second stage. it was a reasonable assumption that in 
stage 2 there would be no winners but a free-form exchange of opinions among the 
teams and the jury as well as debates at public meetings. as a result, five extensive 
concepts for transformation programs were prepared, on the basis of which the jury 
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formulated recommendations to the integrated regeneration program 2014–202290 
(irp). the program will act as a follow-up to the local regeneration plan for the City 
of warsaw 2005-2013. the irp obligatorily includes the districts of praga północ, 
praga południe and targówek. for the remaining districts the participation in the irp 
will be optional. During the workshops, the principles of the integrated regeneration 
program 2014–2022  together with annex 6 to the program – urban regeneration 
microprogram for the District of praga północ in warsaw91, had been known.

in recommendations, which were annexed to the program92, the jury stressed  
the importance of the following activities:

	  conscious and active real estate policies in line with a broader program on social 
policies,

	  using such tools as tenants’ profiles and social clauses to boost economic  
and professional activation of the district in connection with real estate policies,

	  reinforced social engagement through local community centers, launching  
an institution of a local leader and information strategies,

	  readjusting traffic schemes and prioritizing pedestrians, cyclists and public trans-
port at the cost of individual vehicle owners,

	  introduction of new solutions: social, economic, architectural and spatial with  
the testing phase including the participation of inhabitants93.

Praga Północ workshops – conclusions and lessons learned
regeneration of space located inside an urban functional area, especially in city 
centers, plays an important role in sustainable development for a number of reasons. 
first of all, regeneration is an activity which aims to employ the existing resources 
of buildings, technical infrastructure and public space. improving their technical and 
functional condition is a key element in maintaining a compact form of the city and 
the density of its development, in opposition to developing new, non-urbanized areas 
and urban sprawl.

it is exceptionally significant to view regeneration as a multidimensional process which 
can be successful and sustained only if spatial, social and economic factors are taken 
into account. in the workshop case, both the teams and the jury stressed a distinct 
connection between social activity, entrepreneurship and the development strategy 
together with the functional aspect of the area.

90  Zintegrowany Program Rewitalizacji m.st. Warszawy do 2022 roku, Załącznik do uchwały rady m.st. warszawy z dnia 17.09.2015 w 
sprawie przyjęcia Zintegrowanego programu rewitalizacji m.st. warszawy do 2022 roku (The Integrated Regeneration Program for the 
city of Warsaw by 2022, annex to the City Council resolution of 17.09.2015 on adopting the integrated regeneration program for the 
city of warsaw by 2022).

91  mikroprogram rewitalizacji Dzielnicy praga-północ m.st. warszawy, urząd m. St. warszawy, Dzielnica praga-północ, zał. 6 do progra-
mu mikroprogram rewitalizacji dzielnicy praga-północ m.st. warszawy (urban regeneration microprogram for the District of praga 
północ in warsaw, annex 6 hereto), http://rewitalizacja.um.warszawa.pl, access date 09.03.2015.

92  the integrated regeneration program for the city of warsaw by 2022, op. cit.
93  happach m., Sadowy k. (ed.) Praga-Północ. Program przemian w sferze gospodarczej i przestrzennej, (Praga-Północ. Economic and spatial 

transformation program) ow Sarp, warszawa, 2014, p. 96.
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a great advantage of praga północ district, especially in the area of the workshop activity, 
is a dense tissue of the urban character – street frontage and proportion of tenement 
houses that provide recognizable urban spirit; inner courtyards that form semi-private 
space; a considerable number of business premises and municipal buildings. in the 
context of urban development, the district is fortunate to have fine-grained structure 
– small-scale business premises apt for start-ups, offices for non-governmental orga-
nizations or for the use of local communities as a meeting place, community centers 
or utility premises such as a storage for bicycles and baby carriages.

Spatial structure of the district encourages natural coexistence of various social groups 
irrespective of their financial status. municipal ownership structure of business prem-
ises allows to profile tenants and create favorable links between commercial activity 
on the local and supra-local level, and sociocultural activity. the recommendations 
included cooperation with premises tenants as an essential tool for reinforcing inde-
pendence and entrepreneurship among the residents who could find employment, 
apprenticeship or internship opportunities in their immediate neighborhood. 

the diversified composition of the jury and the engagement of its expert members and 
teams added a great value to the workshop method. a lack of the must-win attitude 
(selection of one winning work) facilitated an exchange of thoughts and experiences 
and reinforced the substantial value of the proposals submitted. During the session, 
many other techniques of understandable and attractive presentation were used, which 
can serve as a good practice for other participatory processes with inhabitants taking 
part. the practical dimension of the workshops was highly appreciated. it was driven 
by the intention of city authorities to include the recommendations in the integrated 
regeneration program and thus all participants of the process were aware of the fact 
that their work would not be locked in the junk drawer.

Summary
a workshop method of work that engages specialists of different domains is a highly 
promising line of action in the field of participatory planning. the activities presented 
can serve as an example that can be freely modified and developed, depending on the 
goal of participation in a given area. unquestionably, the forms of engaging inhabitants 
are the key issue. workshops should provide the residents with an opportunity not only 
to express their opinions but also to confront them with viewpoints of other specialists 
or users of public space. in the next workshop session on the chain of local central 
areas, organized by the warsaw branch of the association of polish architects, this 
element was upgraded. the inhabitants submitted their proposals, commented on 
other ideas, and discussed the strengths and weaknesses of all presented projects. the 
inhabitants’ awareness of the unique nature of the place, its character and function 
cannot be stressed enough. the effects of urban regeneration or improvement in the 
quality of life can be, however, appreciated only in the long run.   
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PArtiCiPAtory governAnCe   
Dominika p. brodowicz 

in poland, participatory governance of the authorities and the society is possible in the 
form of top-down and bottom-up initiatives. the former is initiated and managed by 
local administration officials and includes e.g. public consultations and participatory 
budgeting94. the latter concerns activities triggered by the community or nongovern-
mental organizations, primarily in response to specific legal regulations or official plans 
of the municipality. this category covers local initiatives, self-organized structures  
of inhabitants in a particular cause95, e.g. the movement of 1st quarter mothers96.  
in the context of ecology and dialogue concerning green urban space, there are numer-
ous formal and informal organizations and social movements, including the urban 
Guerilla Gardening97 or urban movements98 which deal with bottom-up initiatives. 

Speaking in general terms, participatory governance could be called the Social Coper-
nican Revolution, which aims to build relations between citizens and local authorities 
and to put the society in the center of the system99. however, considering the issue of 
greater engagement of urban dwellers, the aspect of participation should be brought up,  
or rather the declared will to participate in the decision-making processes. according to 
the institute of public affairs100, statistically every fourth pole admits their willingness 
to take part in decision making through public consultations, expressing opinions, 

figure 19 – Groups of stakeholders that operate in urban space. Source: own study

94  maszkowska a., Sztop-rutkowska k. (ed.), Partycypacja obywatelska – decyzje bliższe ludziom (Citizen Participation – decisions closer to 
people), foundation laboratory of research and Social action Soclab, białystok, 2013, p. 93-148. 

95  Ibid.
96  a social initiative for legal changes providing 12 months of parental leave, https://www.facebook.com/matkiikwartalu2013/info 

/?tab=page_info.
97  https://pl-pl.facebook.com/miejskapartyzantkaogrodnicza, access date: 26.02.2015.
98  http://ruchymiejskie.pl, access date: 4.03.2015.
99  boyte h., Stronger Citizens, Stronger Cities: Changing Governance Through a Focus on Place By Project for Public Spaces, 2013, http://www.

pps.org/blog/stronger-citizens-stronger-cities-changing-governance-through-a-focus-on-place/, access date 1.03.2015.
100  Survey on social participation carried out by the institute of public affairs under the project Decydujmy razem (Let’s decide together) 

2011/2012, all-poland representative sample n = 1000 , http://isp.org.pl/decydujmyrazem/o-projekcie,2.html, access date: 14.12.2014.
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cooperating with the authorities, or accepting delegated tasks. another significant 
issue related to participatory governance is defining the relevant stakeholders. the 
diagram below shows four basic groups.

Public consultations
public consultations should be a process, i.e. a set of activities and tasks handled on 
the grounds of two-way communication and cooperation of all stakeholders. they 
can be applied to101:

	  communicating and sharing knowledge;
	  preparing plans and strategies based on needs and standpoints of the citizens;
	  preventing potential protests of local communities.

Consultations on ecological issues should include the exchange of opinions of the 
local community and scientific reports offered by nongovernmental organizations 
while formulating land development plans or new investments that have an impact 
on the environment. the approach is reflected in legal acts, mainly in:

	  Spatial planning and Development act of march 27, 2003;
	  act of october 3, 2008 on access to environmental data and environmental pro-

tection, involvement of the society in environmental protection and environmental 
impact assessment.

the local level is based on the following acts: 

	  municipality (Gmina) Self-government act of march 8, 1990,
	  County (powiat) Self-government act of June 5, 1998,
	  region (województwo) Self-government act of June 5, 1998.

Studies on the scope of consultation lay great stress upon the aspect of information 
flow. it is pictured as a ladder of citizen participation. the first and foremost level is 
information, the second is consultation and the third one participation. a concise 
characteristics is shown in table 1.

table 1. ladder of participation

informing               flow of information goes from a public entity to the society. municipal authorities 
decide independently but inform of their actions. 

Consulting               two-way flow of information – a public entity informs of their plans before  
the decision is taken and takes note of community opinions.

participating              two-way flow of information – a public entity cooperates with social  
representative partners and work out a common decision.

Source: own study on the basis of ABC PARTYCYPACJI - Co to jest partycypacja obywatelska? Laboratorium Partycypacji Obywatelskiej (The ABC  
of PARTICIPATION – a definition of citizen participation. Citizen Participation Laboratory102
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for all three levels of participation, especially in the case of consultations, a consid-
erably broad spectrum of cooperation methods and techniques should be applied.  
in evaluation reports103 on consultation processes in poland the following methods 
are declared to be used: questionnaires, meetings, interviews, brochures, conferences, 
hotlines, workshops, expert reports, futures techniques as well as more and more 
popular tools of e-participation, internet forums, online surveys, chats, and e-mails. 

an example of ecology-related consultations based on e-participation is a project of the 
Sendzimir foundation called Count on green. Participatory nature management in the city. the 
project was run in 2013–2014 with an aim to implement interactive tools for managing 
urban nature. in the initial phase, project partners included the cities of poznań, Łódź 
and Cracow, joined by warsaw in late 2014. under the project activities, an interactive 
platform was created – a city map (geo-survey with the use of geographical information 
system, GiS) with questions concerning urban greenery. respondents could share their 
views on areas in need of intervention and on the existing good examples by marking 
certain points on the map together with their comments. according to the foundation, 
over 4,500 users took part in the survey. the internet users sent information about their 
favorite places but also about neglected areas104, e.g. favorite parks, recreation areas 
as well as degraded land in terms of green infrastructure and visible antisocial activity 
such as alcohol consumption in public places, squares or even playgrounds for children.

Participatory budgeting
historically speaking, the first ever participatory budget was adopted in 1989 in the 
City of porto alegre105, brazil. in poland, participatory budgeting (pb) was introduced 
by the city of Sopot106. the legal basis that laid foundations for pb is article 5a of the 
act on local self-government (gmina). the process is prepared and supervised by 
committees on participatory budgeting composed of officials, councilors and non-
governmental organizations. Despite its relatively short history, in late 2013 over 70 
polish cities made a decision to launch pb107. the popularity of pb among inhabitants 
is caused by the open character of the process (anyone is free to submit a proposal 
and vote) and extensive awareness-raising campaigns.

as far as warsaw is concerned, the amount of pln 50 million was allocated to pb 
projects in the 2016 municipal budget. 2,333 projects were filed by the last day of 
submitting projects in february 2015, followed by voting in June108; the results were 

101  Public Consultation in the EA Process: A Strategic Approach, World Bank, washington D.C., 1999, p. 2-3.
102  http://partycypacjaobywatelska.pl/abc-partycypacji/co-to-jest-partycypacja-obywatelska/, access date: 26.02.2015.
103  maszkowska a., Sztop-rutkowska k. (ed.), Partycypacja obywatelska – decyzje bliższe ludziom (Citizen Participation – decisions closer to 

people), foundation laboratory of research and Social action Soclab, białystok, 2013; ministry of administration and Digital affairs, 
Konsultacje społeczne – jak sprawić by były lepsze? Propozycja Kodeksu Konsultacji i ścieżka wdrożenia (Social consultations – how to improve 
the process? Proposed consultation code and the implementation guidance), 2012, https://mac.gov.pl/files/konsultacje-spoleczne.pdf, 
access date 24.02.2015.

104  the report on current results can be accessed on www.licznazielen,pl/raport
105 http://www.participatorybudgeting.org/about-participatory-budgeting/what-is-pb/, access date 24.02.2015.
106  kębłowski w., Budżet partycypacyjny – krótka instrukcja obsługi (Participatory budgeting – a manual), instytut obywatelski, warszawa, 2013, p.6.
107  kraszewski D., mojkowski k., Budżet obywatelski w Polsce (Participatory budgeting in Poland), the Stefan batory foundation, warsaw, 2014, p. 8.
108  https://app.twojbudzet.um.warszawa.pl/taskpropose/index , access date 9.03.2015.
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announced in July that year. the range of proposed projects included initiatives  
related to urban ecology in a broad sense, e.g. extending the network of designated 
cycling routes, decorating streets with flowers, defining spots for picnic or recreation 
purposes or creating nature and educational trails109. also peculiar ideas were brought 
up, such as bike mordor (a cycle parking located in the office area in Domaniewska 
Street, commonly referred to as mordor), butterfly meadows in wola district  
(a concept for increasing the population of butterflies) or a hedgerow along the walls 
of the warsaw insurgents Cemetery110.

as a result of the 2016 voting in warsaw, in which over 172,000 people voted,  
622 initiatives will be implemented. the projects were categorized according to 
administrative boundaries and divided into concepts covering whole districts or their 
selected parts. the division adjusted to district boundaries helps to respond to the 
local demand, situation and direct needs of the inhabitants. Due to the quantity and 
diversity of the proposed projects, it is not possible to synthesize trends or derive 
general demands of the dwellers. for example, in bemowo district the majority of 
people voted for the projects of Bike lane and a sidewalk – Powstańców Śląskich Street 
and Mosquito-free Bemowo – nesting tower for swifts within the General Józef Bem Fort. In 
Mokotów district the most popular project was Recreation and leisure area of Górki Służews-
kie, in the district of Praga-Południe-Gocław A wildflower meadow for Gocław – EcoCity, 
while in rembertów A flow park – multifunctional outdoor sport facility111.

the analysis of the 2016 warsaw participatory budgeting leads to a conclusion that 
this democratic decision-making process has an added value. it would be probably 
impossible for the best team of experts, councilors, politicians and local officials to 
come up with such original and creative ideas as those proposed by the inhabitants 
themselves. Some examples deserve citing:

	  poop-free forts;
	  białołęka Cat haven – shelters for free-living cats;
	  Green abC – an educational vegetable garden;
	  Support for mums – rebuilding project for staircase with the baby-carriage access ramp;
	  mokotów - breakfast in the open air.

it is worth mentioning that the third edition of participatory budgeting call for propos-
als has been recently closed. the allocated amount for 2017 is pln 58 million. this 
time about 2,600 projects were submitted that will be put to the vote in June 2016112. 
both the number of new concepts and the amount earmarked for the pb increased 

109    https://app.twojbudzet.um.warszawa.pl/taskpropose/index?taskproposeSearch_page od 1-20, access date 3.03.2015.
110  Ibid.
111  b2016 warsaw participatory budgeting http://warszawa.naszemiasto.pl/artykul/budzet-partycypacyjny-ursus-2016-wyniki-glosowa-

nia,3451721,art,t,id,tm.html, access date 10.01.2016.
112    http://twojbudzet.um.warszawa.pl, access date 16.01.2016.
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as compared to the preceding edition. the biggest budget of pln 7.5 million shall  
be distributed to the district of bielany, while the smallest share of pln 653 thousand 
to wesoła district114. this edition is also full of original and bold ideas114, e.g. Botellon  
– open air get-together place for street-drinking. 

Despite the enthusiasm for pro-social urban initiatives, in the opinion of experts, local 
governments face a number of challenges to maintain the participatory nature of the 
budgeting. the Civil Society institute115 claims that many local governments across 
the country decided to allocate the financial means for the participatory budget to 
ingratiate the potential voters. however, there were cases when the voting results were 
not binding and thus the selected projects were not implemented, which translated 
into discontent and discouragement of all the engaged stakeholders. Yet, it must be 
stressed that in spite of bungles and evident examples of disregarding bottom-up 
concepts, the introduction of participatory budgeting had its share in activating the 
society and consequently in taking actions for the betterment of urban life quality, in 
line with actual and expressed needs of its users, i.e. of the city inhabitants. 

113  http://tvnwarszawa.tvn24.pl/informacje,news,budzet-partycypacyjny-2016-z-rekordem-ponad-2600-projektow,191002.html,  
access date: 16.01.2016.

114  https://app.twojbudzet.um.warszawa.pl/2017/projekty p. 1-30, access date 16.01.2016.
115  http://www.instytutobywatelski.pl/21606/komentarze/budzety-jeszczenieobywatelskie, access date: 26.02.2015.
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eCoPolis in the euroPeAn develoPment strAtegy
mariusz Szabłowski

Progress in urban development
the process of urbanization is very dynamic. the proportion of city dwellers increased 
from 2% in the early 19th century to 13% in 1900, and up to 49% in 2005. in 2008 
urban and rural population levelled off116. analyses indicate that the urban concen-
tration rate117 will exceed 60% in 2030118.

in many countries nearly all their population lives in cities. this happens for a number 
of reasons. the basic one is a limited size of a country (Singapore, monaco – 100%), 
limited livable areas (Qatar and kuwait – 98%) or vice versa, i.e. a vast area and a large 
distance between cities (argentina – 89%). it can be concluded that low population 
density results in an increasing tendency of population to concentrate in cities (this 
tendency can be restricted by administrative, political or economic factors). 

iceland is a case in point, with the urban concentration rate of 94% and population 
density of 3 per square kilometer. beside these general geographical aspects, the degree 
of urban concentration is strictly connected with social and economic development. 
the higher socioeconomic development, the greater the urbanization progress in the 
country. even though specific geographical conditions of each country must be taken 
into account together with the growth of the settlement network, statistical data justify 
such a general assessment. the most urbanized countries are: belgium (98%), Japan 
(92%), the netherlands (89%), and luxembourg (90%), while the least developed 
in terms of urban concentration are uganda (15%), nepal (18%) and ethiopia (19%).

urbanization in europe varies from country to country. residents of urban and sub-
urban areas make up 72.4% of the eu-28 population119. belgium has the highest rate 
(98%) and bosnia and herzegovina the lowest (40%). poland’s urbanization rate 
is 61%, which puts the country close to Croatia and portugal120. Generally speaking, 
urbanization of poland is similar to the global average. although this conclusion has 
no practical meaning, it helps to picture a simplified scale of urban development 
of our globe. 

116  http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/wup2005/2005wup_fS1.pdf, access date: 22.01.2016.
117  percentage of the urban population.
118  World Urbanization Prospects: The 2005 Revision, Pop. Division, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, UN,  

http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/wup2005/2005wup.htm, access date 22.01.2016.
119  http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Statistics_on_european_cities#main_statistical_findings,  

access date 22.01.2016.
120  2014 data based on http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/Sp.urb.totl.in.ZS/countries?order=wbapi_data_value_2014%20wbapi 

_data_value%20wbapi_data_value-last&sort=asc&display=default, access date 22.01.2016.
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it cannot be forgotten that today’s level of socio-economic development is inter-
connected with limited employment in the agricultural sector. at present, even 
in less developed countries the employment level in agriculture is about 30-40% 
relative to overall employment. however, in the developed eu-28 countries it is very 
low, e.g. 3% in the Czech republic, 2% in Sweden and 1% in Germany121. in poland, 
employment in the sector of agriculture, fishery and forestry is 19.1%, which is the 
highest from all eu states. in romania it is 16.2%, while in italy 9.6%. an average 
eu-28 employment is 5.2%122. 

less developed european countries will gradually recover economically and the 
structure of employment will resemble the structure of socio-economic leaders. as 
a consequence, fewer and fewer europeans will have economic reasons to live in 
rural areas. it should be noted that rural depopulation can become a very dynamic 
process because together with each individual who leaves a rural workplace, not only 
does the whole family migrate to a city but also people involved with settlement and 
economic structures. it is visible in the proportions of rural population (27.6%) and 
rural employment (5.2%). Statistically, each person employed in the agricultural 
sector corresponds to 5.3 rural residents. accordingly, halving the rural employment 
(today Slovakia or france have this level of employment) may trigger migration to 
cities to a level of 13.5% of the global population, i.e. approximately 68 million new 
city dwellers123. the process shall not be evenly distributed geographically. we can 
only assume that first, it will happen faster in the countries whose agricultural sector 
is less economically developed and second, that mainly attractive cities in terms of 
quality of life will benefit from these tendencies. 

Challenges for the cities of Europe 
the european union, and practically the whole of europe, is not a closed area. it is due 
to the values of cultural and legal eu foundations, but also to the pragmatic require-
ments of today’s world. a high economic development requires an open society, a 
free exchange of thoughts and goods, especially of the intellectual capital. it poses 
a number of challenges for the european union and its member States. looking far 
and wide, we cannot disregard inequalities visible in outer socio-economic systems, 
inequalities in their broad sense, as access to basic material goods, social care, 
security, freedom, drinkable water, clean air, and even space. it should come as no 
surprise that europe, an attractive place to live: tolerant, well-off, safe, and with great 
development opportunities or at least social security, attracts people from places 
where those values are missing. 
while the influx of people to europe triggers risks, it also opens up new opportuni-
ties, e.g. increased competitiveness relative to other economic systems or lowered 
population ages.

121  2014 data based on http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/Sl.aGr.empl.ZS?order=wbapi_data_value_2014+wbapi_data_ 
value+wbapi_data_value-last&sort=desc, access date 22.01.2016.

122 Agriculture, forestry and fishery statistics, edition 2013, eurostat, european Commission, 2013, p. 39.
123  own calculations, (27,6/5,2), eu-28 population in 2015 r. according to http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/

file:Demographic_balance,_1_January_2015_%e2%80%93_1_January_2080_(thousands)_pf15.png, access date 22.01.2015.
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waves of war refugees are a temporary phenomenon, however on a larger scale, 
a growing number of global population is the real challenge. the trend can affect 
especially europe with its aging society. Since 1970 the global population has dou-
bled. today, it is estimated 7.39 billion124. Such a dynamic growth results mainly from 
social and economic transformations in asia. asian cities are unable to provide the 
rapidly expanding population with adequate living conditions. Cities beyond imagining 
include e.g. mumbai (india), not only because of its population but also inhumane 
living conditions, with 60% of people dwelling in slums125.

in europe, dynamic urbanization is over. however, it does not mean that european 
cities have no strategic challenges ahead, e.g. the two above tendencies, i.e. migration 
from rural areas and unattractive cities, as well as immigration from outside the euro-
pean union together with other problems such as energy security, decreased level of 
competitiveness, aging society, climate change and many others. it is worth stressing 
that decreasing urban population is also problematic as the existing resources must 
be maintained despite their ever smaller use. the situation of polish cities is not dif-
ferent from the european average, although gradual de-urbanization is untypical and 
thought-provoking (from 62% in 2000 to 60.5% in 2012126). for sure, this trend is contrary 
to the development of the modern world and thus it is going to be a short-term course. 
the falling urban population can be compared to a corporation that is losing its market 
share and facing bankruptcy. both corporations and cities must implement strategies 
forestalling the worst-case scenario provided they want to keep their head above the 
water. by way of example, if they cannot count on quantity, they should go for quality.

Urban strategies
Despite its decreasing economic importance, especially in relation to asia, europe 
remains at the global forefront in terms of life quality. maintaining this competitive 
edge may in the future attract intellectual capital and therefore economic resources. 
there are 15 european states among the 20 countries with the highest social devel-
opment (poland ranks 29th!127). even though the quality of life index relates directly 
to economy and health, it results indirectly from the conditions of the natural and 
anthropogenic environment.

the quality of urban and social environment strengthens the quality of life. the term 
quality includes aspects such as spatial order, cultural and historical values, social 
relations, participatory governance, and public security. high quality urban environment 
can be reached when due care is exercised to leisure and recreation opportunities, 
disease prevention, health care, and employment, especially in the sector of green 
technologies and management efficiency (communication, transport and spatial dis-
tribution). high quality urban environment bears fruit with premium social relations. 

124  based on http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/ where current changes in global and national population figures are 
presented, access date 22.01.2016.

125  https://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2009/06/mumb-j13.html, access date 22.01.2016.
126  key facts about demographic trends in poland by 2013, press kit of 30.01.2014, Central Statistical office of poland.
127  win 2016 http://www.numbeo.com/quality-of-life/rankings_by_country.jsp, access date 22.01.2016.
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for a number of reasons the development strategies for european cities are far-reaching 
in terms of time. firstly, urban substance is long-lasting. Secondly, any urban transfor-
mations are time-consuming and planned for decades. thirdly, it takes generations to 
make social changeover in terms of active citizenship, participation and engagement. 
in cities, people and their attitudes are crucial as there are no cities without people. 

therefore, harmony and long-term, sustained balance is the key condition for urban 
development. future generations are not going to be grateful for all the changes. that 
is why today’s decisions must take into account current needs, but should not limit 
the development potential of future generations and future aspirations. it applies to 
natural resources, but also to space greedily usurped out of overconsumption, irre-
sponsibility and disrespect for the generations to come.

especially local authorities should revise their approach to urban governance: better 
instead of more. expansion of urbanized areas can be replaced with a better use of 
already developed areas, in line with principles of new urban planning (described in 
Chapter two) and sustainable development.

local authorities must appreciate the social potential of city dwellers and entrepreneurs. 
they must understand that a contemporary city, no matter how small, is a complex 
sociotechnical organism. urban management increasingly employs it networks, which 
save enormous amounts of energy and resources, raise the level of security in the 
city, enhance the quality of life, and pave the way for new services.
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monitoring City life
Dominika p. brodowicz 
 

the problem of monitoring the life and development of urban space is strictly related to 
the idea of smart cities which, according to the massachusetts institute of technology 
(mit)128, a leading research center, connects various municipal structures (transport, 
security services, buildings, etc.) through digital iCt systems (the “nervous system” 
of the city), sensors (comparable to the senses) and software (akin to knowledge 
and cognitive competences). as such, it involves the use of modern technologies 
to boost the interaction and responsiveness of exchanges between the city and its 
residents (including civic participation) and to increase the efficiency of municipal 
infrastructure such as the water supply system, public transport, energy supply, and 
urban engineering129. Smart connections among the systems and monitoring based on 
updated information help manage the city effectively ensuring that participants in city 
life share information. today, the city authorities can choose from a wide range of it 
and iCt solutions designed to facilitate management. these include the following130:
 
	  measuring devices such as smart water and electricity meters giving accurate 

readings of consumption in real time and sending the information to distributors on 
an on-going basis to improve transparency and contribute to reliable consumption 
forecasts (as in Środa wielkopolska, where orange, a company associated so far 
with mobile telephony in poland, introduced smart water meters which made it 
possible to detect illegal water use);

	  smart city monitoring which enables users not only to observe traffic, but also to 
automatically detect threats and communicate them to security services (as in 
the case of the systems by huwaeii including video cameras with face recognition 
software used in asian and western european cities);

	  municipal information systems which may be used to communicate threats and 
delays to users of public transport in tramways, buses, stops or wherever it is 
possible to mount displays or send the information directly to inhabitants through 
applications on mobile devices (intelligent transport System – itS in poznan).

128  mitchell w., Intelligent cities [in:] e-Journal on the Knowledge Society, 2007
129  http://smartcity2020.pl, access date 18.01.2016.
130  Ibid.
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in general, the idea of a smart city involves the use of iCt technologies to develop 
the social and environmental capital as well as to ensure economic growth, the goals 
which are linked to the premises of sustainable development131.  
Given the environmental challenges facing today’s cities, special care should be taken 
to monitor air pollution, the amount of waste, road traffic congestion, security, and 
early warning systems. this dovetails with issues related to climate change, resiliency 
and the ability to respond quickly to crises (the importance of that is illustrated by 
the example of the uk which battled floods caused by Storm Desmond at the end of 
2015, with inhabitants suffering the consequences of having been poorly informed 
about the danger132). 

monitoring may cover different aspects of city life such as the number of cars driving 
into city centers, the amount of municipal waste and its processing, waste size and 
river levels, and even patterns of behavior and mobility displayed by residents. this 
is part of a bigger trend which, in the most general terms, may be called urban ana-
lytics based on urban data related to a range of economic, social and environmental 
factors. its aim is to optimize the way a city is managed. this is achieved more and 
more often by drawing upon solutions taken from it including133:
 
	  sensors – data gathering;
	  data bases – storage;
	  analytical software – studying trends, simulations; 
	  data visualization tools – reports, Geographical information System (GiS); and 
	  communication infrastructure – mobile devices (wi-fi, broadband internet,  

fiber optic cables).

in addition to quantitative data, it is also important to analyze qualitative data reflecting 
the sense of satisfaction and safety of living in the city or, more broadly, the quality of 
life. this is particularly important in the light of forecasts suggesting that the popula-
tion of people living in urban areas may exceed 70% by 2050, whereas in the 1950s 
urban dwellers accounted for 30% of the global population134.  

modern cities face an important challenge of striking a balance between popula-
tion density and life quality, especially when it comes to giving the inhabitants an 
opportunity to use public space, greenery areas, cycle lanes, and boulevards135. in 
the context of environment protection, gathering and analyzing data related to city 
life may prove a tall order for monitoring bodies. this is not only due to incomplete 
data, but also a lack of understanding of the problems they relate to. according to 
the findings of a study called urban Climate Change Governance Survey carried out 

131  pospieszny p. Chapter 5 Green Urban Technologies in Brodowicz, D, pospieszny p., Grzymała Z. eco-cities, e-book, CeDewu, warszawa 
2015, http://administracja.sgh.waw.pl/en/dop/projects/eic/Documents/e-book_2_eco-cities_do_zatwierdzenia_do_druku.pdf.

132  http://www.bbc.com/news/live/uk-35015243, access date 8.12.15.
133  pospieszny p. op.cit. 
134  un world health organization Global health observatory (un whoGho) http://www.who.int/gho/urban_health/situation_trends/

urban_population_growth_text/en/ access date 8.12.15.
135  Steffen a.(ed.), world Changing, a user’s guide for the 21st century, 2011.
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in 2014 by mit and iClei136 on a group of 350 cities and local governments from 
all over the world, almost half of the respondents admitted they either do not have 
access to or cannot correctly analyze urban data provided by reporting bodies.  
the same goes for information about natural threats. on the other hand, studies 
carried out this year by Domaradzka, Sadowy and brodowicz for the warsaw Centre  
of public Communication137 identified the following challenges and problems related 
to obtaining data and monitoring changes in the capital: 

	  measuring and studying public space in real time including urban audits (period-
ical measurements of the number of people in a given space, analysis of CCtv 
recordings, use of sensors);

	  using advanced communicators and social media while communicating  
to the general public the issues related to public space and local centers;

	  providing data and consulting results with the largest possible group of citizens 
and nGo representatives; 

	  incompatible data recorded in different formats.

in general, anyone who lives, works or stays in a city, be it a municipal public servant, 
entrepreneur and the so-called ordinary citizen, is a stakeholder who generates 
urban data and is interested in their monitoring. we should also take account  
of external institutions and bodies such as the european Commission with  
the eurostat (for example the urban audit program138), whose activities include 
gathering and analyzing municipal data on economic, social and environmental topics.

 City 
data

Entrepreneurs

City management 
and reporting units

External 
monitoring entities

Society

figure 20 – bodies generating and using urban data. Source: own study.

136  http://www.urbanclimatesurvey.com, access date 8.12.2015.
137  Domaradzka, Sadowy, brodowicz, locality, Public Space, Social Capital, aims, achievements and challenges related to the engineering of 

public space in Warsaw in the context of the Warsaw Social Strategy together with suggested methodology of monitoring its implementation – 
report prepared for the Warsaw Centre of Public Communication Warsaw, 2015.

138  http://stat.gov.pl/statystyka-regionalna/badania-regionalne/urban-audit-250/ access date 8.12.15.
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City manager and reporting bodies
there is probably no metropolitan city in western europe which would not sys-
tematically monitor and study indicators related to the life of inhabitants and the 
functioning of the city, including safety and public transport. also, technological 
solutions based on monitoring are more and more often part of the urban ecology, 
as broadly understood, i.e. green buildings, optimizing the use of energy and water 
as well as low-emission public transport. Some of the cities using such solutions 
are amsterdam, barcelona, vienna, london and aarhus in Denmark studied by the 
ecology Constructively project139. 

thanks to Smart aarhus, a project launched in 2012, aarhus stands a chance  
of becoming a leader in modern communication technologies used as part of a part-
nership model of municipal management supported by active and real involvement 
of stakeholders in the decision making process. the project is developed not only 
by the aarhus City hall, but also by research bodies including the via university, 
aarhus university and the Danish technological institute. the initiatives launched 
under the Smart aarhus scheme include not only those which analyze open munic-
ipal data (open Data aarhus), but also the ones contributing to open dialogue and 
exchange of ideas with citizens about controversial issues (aarhus Challenges)140. 
thanks to one such initiative, open Data aarhus, inhabitants can use a dedicated 
website to access municipal data on, for example, road traffic and air quality. the data 
may be used by authors of mobile applications to develop tools for mobile device 
users in the fields of safety and health141 (an equivalent solution in poland is called 
apps4warsaw). another example of a Smart aarhus initiative is aarhus Challenges 
and the related event called Social Days, during which a broad group of stakeholders, 
including organizations, entrepreneurs, higher education institutions and inhabitants, 
discuss problems the city is facing and jointly look for solutions. relatively cheap to 
implement, their ideas focus on starting gardens, painting buildings or developing a 
cultural offer for the elderly. most importantly, the ideas are posted online and vol-
unteers who want to develop them are registered, all of which is supposed to ensure 
that they will in fact be put into action142. 

polish examples of goods practices of how to monitor the city by municipal author-
ities and reporting bodies include the “warsaw barometer” and the “Quality of life 
in poznań”. the warsaw barometer is a periodical study carried out since 2003 on 
a random sample of 1,100 varsovians aged 15 and more through direct interviews143.  
the questions in the interviews include those about public transport, security and 
welfare, as broadly understood. Similar topics were raised in the study carried out in 
poznań called “indicators of the Quality of life of residents of poznań”. the study 

139  http://www.ekologiakonstruktywnie.pl/smart-aarhus/, access date 18.01.2016.
140 Ibid.
141  http://www.smartaarhus.eu/projects/open-data-aarhus, access date: 18.01.2016.
142  http://www.smartaarhus.eu/projects/aarhus-challenges, access date 18.01.2016.
143  http://www.um.warszawa.pl/o-warszawie/warszawa-w-liczbach/2015, access date 8.12.15. 
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resulted in the publication of brochures entitled “Quality of life in poznań” in 2006, 
2008, 2010, and 2013. in addition to analyzing existing data, a number of research 
methods involved city residents directly, including through interviews. for example, 
air quality was described by presenting data about average annual Co concentra-
tions in the poznań agglomeration and comparing those to opinions about the topic 
expressed by poznań residents144.  

Companies
municipal data are also a source of information about the needs of potential customers. 
it is therefore hardly surprising that this area is of interest for entrepreneurs, partic-
ularly those companies which are somehow related to the idea of a smart city, and 
whose customers (and often product co-creators) are residents and city authorities.

in 2014, warsaw ranked second in the mayors Challenge contest, winning €1 million 
for the implementation of a project developed by ifinity145. participants in the contest 
compete for funds to implement solutions considered creative and innovative by 
global standards in the “problem areas” of the city in order to improve the quality 
of life. the areas focus on health care, aging of societies, unemployment, social 
involvement, safety, and public transport organization146. the contest is held by the 
bloomberg philanthropies foundation managed by michael bloomberg (former mayor 
of new York City). originally only addressed to american cities, since 2014, it has 
been open for european cities with a population of over 100,000 people147. Coming 
back to the awarded project developed by the city of warsaw and ifinity – its aim 
is to use sensors (beacons) to create a navigating system for warsaw residents, 
including the visually impaired, in public institutions, means of public transport as 
well as in tourist and cultural areas148.  

another example of how the city can cooperate with entrepreneurs is the munic-
ipal Contact point 19115149. inspired by the solution 311 implemented in new York, 
poland’s capital city and orange polska created a responsive, round-the-clock system 
of reporting malfunctions, requesting interventions and lodging requests which also 
serves as a virtual and open knowledge repository. according to the data made 
available by the city, 569,939 requests were registered in the two years between  
4 november 2013 and 4 December 2015. they concerned such topics as greenery, 
public transport, municipal waste management, water supply, and sewage systems150.

144  Miasto Poznań, Jakość życia w Poznaniu, 2013 (The City of Poznań, the quality of life in Poznań, 2013), http://www.poznan.pl/mim/s8a/
raporty-i-analizy,doc,111/raporty-i-analizy,50849.html, access date 8.12.15.

145  http://tvnwarszawa.tvn24.pl/informacje,news,stolica-zdobyla-milion-euro-nagroda-za-virtualna-warszawe,142839.,  
access date 9.12.15.

146  http://www.mikebloomberg.com/news/bloomberg-philanthropies-announces-mayors-challenge-winners/, access date 18.01.2016.
147  http://philanthropynewsdigest.org/news/bloomberg-philanthropies-announces-winners-of-2014-mayors-challenge, access date 18.01.2016.
148  http://getifinity.com/milion-euro-na-beacony-w-warszawie/, access date 9.12.15.
149  https://warszawa19115.pl, access date 9.12.15.
150 https://warszawa19115.pl/web/portal/zgloszenie-awarii-lub-interwencji, access date 9.12.2015.
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Society 
not only do city residents receive data, but also generate them. equipped with their 
internet-connected mobile phones, tablets or laptops, they may share information, 
make comments and use data for their own purposes. one of the practical conse-
quences of that is the rapidly growing sector of city applications developed by private 
individuals with their own money or created with the support from companies or 
municipal budgets. 

Competitions such as “Startup poznań_hakathon”151 or “apps4warsaw. Competition 
for city apps”152 offer an opportunity to register ideas for applications, including those 
related to ecology and environment protection. another example is “kraków Smog”, 
an application showing current levels of air pollution in and around the city. applica-
tion data come from automatic measurement stations of the regional inspectorate 
of environmental protection in kraków153.  

City indicators and information about the life of warsaw residents are also moni-
tored by the “City observatory”154. the website presents data on air quality, weather 
conditions, city bikes, and flight radar information. one of its vital functions is that it 
aggregates local news from the most popular sources used by varsovians and from 
the social media. it also evaluates mobile applications dedicated to urban space and 
cultural events in real time. 

Summary 
there is a wide range of tools designed to communicate, gather and monitor munici-
pal data concerning both the current and historical functioning of a city. importantly, 
however, city managers (City hall, offices) and users (residents, entrepreneurs) should 
actively exchange information. the boundary between data creators and recipients is 
becoming blurred. participants in the life of the city may communicate and respond in 
real time to events taking place in the urban space, including those related to flooding, 
formation of heat islands and concentration of chemical compounds in the atmosphere. 

151  http://startup.poznan.pl/hackathon/, access date 8.12.15
152  https://konkurs.danepowarszawsku.pl/pl/news/zwyciezcy-konkursu, access date 9.12.15.
153  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=pl.leftbrain.smogkrk&hl=pl, access date 9.12.15.
154  http://miejskieobserwatorium.pl, access date 9.12.15.
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urbAn innovAtion
mariusz Szabłowski
 

the development of eco-innovation has a substantial commercial potential in all 
sectors of the economy. in the 2007–2014 Competitiveness and innovation frame-
work program, the european Commission set up the eco-innovation observatory 
(eio), tasked with the compilation of integrated sources of information and analyses 
of the eco-innovation trends and markets in the period 2010–2013. the data about 
eco-innovation are to be used for the development of the green market as a source 
of europe’s competitive edge.

although the project has been finalized, the methodology of research on eco-innova-
tion, the data bases and the series of analyses and studies performed are a precious 
contribution to further work on the innovation issue155. the eio-adopted definition 
of eco-innovation integrates environmental aspects with a systemic approach to 
the life-cycle:

Eco-innovation is the introduction of any new or significantly improved product (good 
or service), process, organizational change or marketing solution that reduces the use  
of natural resources (including materials, energy, water and land) and decreases the release 
of harmful substances across the whole life-cycle156.

the life-cycle refers to a system – any entity in existence thanks to the coopera-
tion of its component elements. Systems may be natural or artificial; they vary as  
to the level of complexity, manner of coming into being, objectives and functions. 
however, all share one feature – they are not eternal. according to Czesław Cem-
pel, one of the prime observations and generalizations of the overall system theory  
is the periodic aspect of all the natural and artificial as well as animate and inanimate 
systems. Systems come into being in a natural or artificial manner, are alive or in operation 
for an assigned period of time, following which their activity dies down and they dissolve 
into their environment157 .

155  the eco-innovation observatory, http://www.eco-innovation.eu/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=22&itemid=23, 
access date 22.01.2016.

156  eco-innovation observatory methodological report, august 2012, s. 8, http://www.eco-innovation.eu/images/stories/reports/
eio_methodological_report_2012.pdf, access date 22.01.2016.

157  Cempel C., Teoria i Inżynieria Systemów, materiały wykładowe, http://neur.am.put.poznan.pl/is_2005/r4_2005.pdf, access date 22.01.2016.
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natural cycles are environment-enclosed, while artificial ones have their beginning 
and end in the users, as they are born out of their needs and die down when the need 
or the capacity for the satisfaction of this need disappears. a decision to set up an 
artificial system should take into consideration all the costs of the cycle, or the costs 
of life (functioning of the system) and, a matter often overlooked, related external 
social and environmental costs. an ecological approach assumes the construction of 
systems related in such a succession that the life-cycle of the last one might result in 
a shift from an artificial to a natural system via a return to the environment. 

the eio model established out of the need for research on the status of eco-innovation 
in the european union member States differs from the model of economic innova-
tion measurement defined in the Oslo Manual, or an international methodological 
textbook for statistical research on innovation recommended in the countries of the 
oeCD and eu158, since it concerns innovation in the enterprise sector159 (production, 
raw materials and services). the manual authors underline the fact that innovation  
is also important for the public sector. However, less is known about innovation processes 
in non-market oriented sectors160. the definition sounds as follows: An innovation  
is the implementation of a new or significantly improved product (good or service), or process,  
a new marketing method, or a new organizational method in business practices, workplace 
organization or external relations161.

the eco-innovation model enters new areas of consideration, covering a context far 
wider than the economic one, incorporating the public sector with a fundamental 
significance for implementing ecological innovation and the social innovation area. 
it is precisely the social and cultural factors that define the market of green products, 
such as: lifestyle and eco-friendly approach, group behavior and capacity for coop-
eration and for working out a common position, tolerance and openness to change, 
engagement of the creative social potential for solutions benefitting the common 
good. importantly, the society makes up this market not only as consumers but also 
as prosumers and social creators of innovation. 

eio has come up with an aggregated factor for the presentation of eco-innovation 
results in the eu member States. it sums up the accomplishments in the many and 
varied aspects of eco-innovation, grouped into five areas: eco-innovation expenditure, 
eco-innovation activities, eco-innovation scope, impact on the efficiency of resource 
management, and socio-economic effects.

interestingly, a given solution may be seen as positive, as economic innovation, and 
at the same time as negative, as eco-innovation. an example of the above is the 
improvement of the city car parking system which helps park more cars faster and 

158  Oslo Manual, Guidelines for Collecting and Interpreting Innovation Data, 3rd edition, oeCD, eurostat, 2005.
159  Ibid. p. 16
160  ZPrinciples of collecting and interpreting data about innovation, OECD/European Communities 2005, ministry of Science and higher educa-

tion, Department of Science Strategy and Development – after the polish edition, warszawa, 2008, p. 18.
161  Ibid., p. 48.
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cheaper. this solution may be profitable and satisfactory for car users, may reduce 
congestion, commuting time and fuel consumption. improved parking conditions 
may increase the percentage of city dwellers using their own cars and decrease the 
number of public transit passengers. this will push up the costs of public transport per 
person, which as a rule results in a lowering of the service quality (e.g. the frequency 
of public transit decreases) and a further drop in the use of the rolling-stock. all in 
all, a parking innovation may generate a loss for the urban community: a deterioration 
of urban air quality, a lesser quality of public transport services, an increase in the 
maintenance costs, and a higher congestion.

instances of solutions with mutually exclusive benefits on a micro and macro 
level may be solved in a variety of ways: through external regulation, stimulation  
of a particular behavior of entities and creation of conditions conducive to a social 
consensus via participation. hence the importance of social capital for the development 
of eco-innovation. according to eio, the social capital is composed of the following:

	  human capital and knowledge – seen as a capacity for learning, knowledge and 
skills management,

	  organization capital – seen as a capacity for organization and organization man-
agement,

	  networking capital – seen as a capacity for cooperation and involvement in col-
lective activities.

the other capitals which determine the activity of individuals, apart from the economic, 
technological and natural ones (the last one meaning the satisfaction of the needs for 
natural resources), of prime significance is the cultural capital as it impacts consumer 
behavior and attitudes towards change, innovation and risk. 

naturally, apart from capitals, pro-innovation activities are influenced by the legal and 
political framework (legal system, standards and norms, intellectual property rights, 
fiscal policy, public procurement, and donations). these areas have the potential for 
impacting the directions of change and they create policy tools.

Despite the aforementioned differences in the definition and measurement of economic 
and ecological innovation indicators, the accomplishments of individual countries in 
both areas are surprisingly similar. a comparison of the eco-innovation Scoreboard 
(eco-iS) and the Summary innovation index (Sii) in the european union member 
States for 2013 (figure 21) demonstrates that the value of both indicators for a given 
country is similar. it results from the fact that a part of innovations-related data is 
a common measurement base and additionally some indicators not covered by the 
measurement are correlated with the indicators covered by another measurement 
model162.

162  por. Speirs J.  pearson p., foxon t., Adapting innovation systems indicators to assess eco-innovation, Dime working paper, brussels, 2008, 
www.dime-eu.org/files/ active/0/foxon_Speirs_pearson_final.pdf, access date 22.01.2016.
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although out of the 28 countries two, i.e. Cyprus and Spain, have significantly different 
indicator levels, the explanations of these cases can be found in the unique conditions 
of a given country. the authors of Eco-innovation in Cyprus, EIO Country Profile. 2013 
indicate the difficult economic situation of the country, its economy founded on the 
Sme sector, incapable of creating a desirable concentration of powers for efficient 
research and development164, hence the relatively low eco-iS indicator as compared 
to the country’s capitals. furthermore, due to the economic crisis, in Cyprus the 
indicator dropped year-on-year from 74 to 43, i.e. as much as 42 percent. if the year 
2012 had been used as a baseline, both innovation indicators would have been similar. 

in turn, in Spain the eco-innovation indicator is significantly higher than the indicator 
of economic innovation. the principal reason is the exceptionally high pro-ecological 
activities in the country which delivers above-average results relative to own tradi-
tional capitals, i.e. economic, technological and natural. Spain is a european leader: 
the eco-innovation Scoreboard was 199 (100 is the average for eu-28) and was the 
highest among the european union member States. for the sake of comparison, the 
indicator of Cyprus was 41 and earned it the penultimate position in the ranking (only 
Greece has a lower indicator of 28)165. 

figure 21 – a graph of eco-iS and Sii indicators for the 28 eu member States in 2013.  
iSS indicator re-scaled for the purpose of the graph163. 
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163  The scale adopted assumed equal indicators for EU-28 (for 2013, eco-iS = 100%, Sii=0,554; then eco-iS=180,5*iSS=100),  
own calculation after hollanders h., es-Sadki n., Innovation Union Scoreboard 2014, eu, 2014. 

164  papanagnou G., Eco-innovation in Cyprus, EIO Country Profile. 2013, p. 5.
165  the indicator of eco-innovation activity for poland in 2013 was at the level of 42, a third result from the bottom; data source: http://

database.eco-innovation.eu/indicators/view/271/1, access date 22.01.2016.
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at this point we should make a reference to poland, whose economy is one of the 
least effective in the management of resources and one of the least energy efficient 
eu economies. in 2010 poland ranked fourth from the bottom, in 2011 last, and  
in 2012 third from the bottom. far more worrying than the distant position in 
the ranking is that over the past four years in the six least innovative countries  
of europe, only poland showed a drop of the eCo-iS. poland has a low efficiency  
in all the components of eco-innovation, in particular in research and development 
and investment in innovation166.

a benchmarking of the indicators of ecological and economic innovation shows 
that both indexes are dependent on the same capitals. if the indicators differ, this 
may stem from special circumstances (Spain, Cyprus). Since the economic, tech-
nological and natural capitals are common for both kinds of innovation, the social 
and cultural capitals have a similar significance for the innovativeness of a country, 
although in the case of iSS the impact of these factors is not directly factored in 
the measurements 167. for this reason, all the activities which increase the level of 
the social and cultural capitals should increase economic and ecological innovation.

Cities Innovative By Nature
Cities make up the framework of social and cultural activities. in the government 
document National Urban Policy 2023168 we read as follows:

Cities are places of concentration of science, public service and business and the creation of 
economic growth. They form nodes of networks of companies, employees, knowledge and 
skills, which contributes to a higher productivity and growth dynamics of these areas. The 
city, even the smallest one, is moreover a cultural phenomenon and a vehicle of civilization. 
Widely-construed resources of cultural heritage, their preservation and protection, are of 
key importance for the cultural identification and the sense of identity of residents as well 
as for the economy and education.
 
if eco-innovation is contingent on the social and cultural capitals, and the city is 
the area of growth of these capitals, then the development of cities will contribute 
to innovation growth. therefore cities benefit from eco-innovation, thanks to which 
life is better, but they are also first of all their source in that they make up a set of 
creative capital and inspiring environment, facilitate the exchange of goods, services 
and thoughts. the better they do it, the higher the will and capacity for innovation, 
and furthermore the more innovation, the higher the will and capacity for creating 
even new innovation. this is a feedback situation: life quality – innovation quality – life 
quality. it is therefore hardly a coincidence that cities with a high life quality are located 
in innovative countries. for example: vienna ranks first in the global 2015 mercer 

166  miedziński m., eco-innovation observatory, eco-innovation in poland. eio Country profile, 2013.
167  Cf. hollanders h., es-Sadki n., Innovation Union Scoreboard 2014, EU 2014, p. 8.
168  National Urban Policy 2023, a document adopted by a resolution of the Council of ministers on 20 october 2015, warszawa, 2015. 
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City rankings169 and austria ranks eighteenth on the Global innovation index list170.  
Zurich in Switzerland, the second and first position, respectively; munich in Germany 
fourth, and twelfth. Copenhagen in Denmark – ninth and tenth. amsterdam in the 
netherlands – eleventh and fourth. these are the top cities; for the sake of comparison, 
the highest-ranking polish city, warsaw, ranks 79th and poland as a country ranks 46th. 

a question arises which can hardly be answered today: what methods of supporting 
innovation, especially ecological innovation, strongly linked to social capital (demanding 
clients of green solutions) will be more efficient. Should we support innovation through 
creating opportunities or through creating needs and dreams? Should we support 
research and development processes, green technologies markets or the creative 
environments where innovation is born? the city is one such creative environment; it 
is a cultural phenomenon which binds all the capitals into one efficient and coherent 
socio-economic system. the better the system, the more economically effective and 
living-friendly, the higher its capacity for sustainable development.

The Smart City 
wojciech pęski indicated in 1999 that the potential of a city is a sum total of the elements 
of its structure: science and technology parks, clusters of small and medium-sized 
companies and  infrastructure171. at the same time, william J. mitchell developed the 
concept of a city as a living organism which is a kind of robot on a large scale, with a 
nervous system capable of sensing and responding to the needs of the residents and 
the changes in the external conditions172. 

a number of research and development activities connected with mitchell’s concept 
of a smart city implemented in the early 21st century have demonstrated the economic 
potential of this approach, or in principle of the practical implementation of this 
approach. the leading projects include: mitchell’s research project run at mit called 
SmartCities173, the european intelCities project174 for research and development of 
digital management, planning and social participation, a continuation of SmartCities, 
mit Citi Science project175, and the Smartaarhus project described constructively in 
the good practices of ecology176.

the Smart City concepts assumes that a new approach to integrating design and tech-
nology in the city will allow their better adjustment to the needs of the residents and 
a more efficient use of the resources. the implementation of this concept in aarhus 
showed that a smart city creates new markets and moreover opens up the potential for 

169  source: https://info.mercer.com/Quality-of-living-ranking-2015.html, access date 22.01.2016.
170  source: https://www.globalinnovationindex.org/content/page/gii-full-report-2015/#pdfopener, access date 22.01.2016.
171  por. pęski w., Zarządzanie zrównoważonym rozwojem miast, arkady, 1999.
172  https://www.media.mit.edu/news/obituary-mitchell, access date 22.02.2016.
173  p2007, http://smartcities.media.mit.edu/, access date 22.02.2016.
174  a project within the 6th eu framework program technologies of the information Society of 2004, http://intelcities.iti.gr/intelcities, 

access date 22.02.2016.
175  http://cities.media.mit.edu, access date 22.02.2016.
176  http://www.smartaarhus.eu, access date 22.02.2016.
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completely new, still unrecognized markets and products177. the Smartaarhus project 
launched in 2013 clearly demonstrates the capacity of the urban environment as an 
economic entity, independent of the potential of its components (the systems within 
it). two elements are or major importance: free access to data about the status of the 
city and social inclusion. the project is a component of activities triggered by social 
needs and consensus. at the time of the publication, Smartaarhus is composed of 
34 activities, carried out by teams of city authorities, science institutions, enterprises, 
organizations, and residents. the strength of the project consists in its automatic 
adjustment to ever new challenges and needs. this is no super-robot, though, but a 
biostructure composed of active citizens, committed to the social agenda, acting on 
the information provided by the urban system. 

recognizing this fact may possibly inspire further pursuits of a sustainable city of the 
future. we lack adequate tools for the prediction of future events. Sometimes business 
does it better than science. possibly because in selected cases practice precedes science, 
or perhaps because the risk and the action taken becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy? 
asking questions about the future, it is in order to make note of initiatives supported 
by enterprise leaders, who have proved the ability to predict (create) the future.

Google inc. launched in June 2015 a global project Sidewalk labs: “our mission is 
to improve life in cities for everyone through the application of technology to solve 
urban problems”178. in october 2015, during the Cop 21 Climate Change Summit 
paris, a breakthrough energy Coalition was set up, a group created in the university 
of California by 30 eminent entrepreneurs from the entire world, including bill Gates, 
mark Zuckerberg and Georg Soros. its manifesto points out: “the existing system of 
basic research, clean energy investment, regulatory frameworks, and subsidies fails 
to sufficiently mobilize investment in truly transformative energy solutions for the 
future. we can’t wait for the system to change through normal cycles”179.  

there is every reason to believe that thanks to technology cities can be better places 
for living along with the attendant decrease of external environmental costs. para-
doxically, the implementation of the idea of robot-cities strengthens the social and 
human aspect of the city.

178  http://www.smartaarhus.eu/projects/open-data-aarhus, access date 22.02.2016.
179  http://www.breakthroughenergycoalition.com/en/index.html, access date 22.02.2016.
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films About eCology ConstruCtively
krzysztof baczyński
 

the series of documentary and educational films comprises 24 episodes produced in 
2014–2015. local experts, planners and inhabitants as well as the representatives of 
local, regional and national authorities took part in the films. the projects show the 
best practices in sustainable development or urban areas in eleven european countries: 
Germany, belgium, the netherlands, the united kingdom, ireland, Sweden, Croatia, 
malta, Denmark, italy, and kosovo. 

we expect that the films will benefit all stakeholders interested in sustainable devel-
opment, especially public authorities, urban planners, architects and investors in 
their daily work of building better cities. hopefully, the wide spectrum of subjects 
and challenges raised in the films will be attractive and useful in educational work.

Germany
Germany is the country in which the film production started. two opposing approaches 
to urban regeneration and sustainable development were shown. the film Germany, Bad 
Belzig – ZEGG Ecovillage is about a residential project located 80 kilometers off berlin 
where one hundred inhabitants live in full harmony with nature. this experimental 
complex promotes an alternative way of life in an urbanized area, implements cutting 
edge eco-technologies and disseminates knowledge about sustainable development. 
a distinct example is presented in the film Germany, Hamburg – Hafencity, an exemplary 
model of urban development. it is currently the most extensive ongoing urban regenera-
tion initiative in europe. hamburg sets new standards in terms of urban development 
by maintaining a metropolitan character and ecological balance. the project concept 
is based on incorporating specific industrial topography, access to water and a typical 
harbor atmosphere and at the same time on providing protection against undesirable 
hydrological phenomena.

Belgium
belgium is proud of its impressive achievements in eco-innovations concerning archi-
tecture and land management. the film Belgium, Brussels – regeneration of riverside 
Brussels Greenfields presents a pilot project of postindustrial regeneration in an area 
located along the brussels Canal. the project objective is to treat contaminated soil, 
improve environmental conditions and restore the land to the city.

the film belgium, Brussels - Passive office buildings “Aeropolis-Elia-GreenBiz” touches 
on the state-of-the-art solutions in technology and ecology applied in three office 
buildings. the passive office building aeoropolis ii is distinguished by effective thermal 
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insulation of the building envelope, a natural ventilation system and protection against 
overheating from sun exposure. elia is also a passive building and a headquarters  
of the national energy research center as well as the main office of the central electricity 
network company in belgium. Greenbiz is a complex of passive buildings which act 
as an incubator for environmental protection and sustainable development.

The Netherlands
the film called The Netherlands, Leeuwarden, Friesland Province – safe city in the con-
cept of shared space promotes a widespread idea of sharing urban public space.  
the province of friesland was the first one to implement the shared space solution.  
the concept minimizes demarcations between vehicles and pedestrians: curbs, barriers, 
road surface markings, traffic signs, and excessive regulations, which paradoxically 
make traffic users more careful and prudent. the experience of the province proves 
a positive impact on safety, traffic flow and efficiency, environmental protection and 
the quality of the society, architecture and public space.

The United Kingdom
one of the first successful development projects on self-sustainable housing 
neighborhoods under one planet living program is presented in the film The United 
Kingdom, London – BedZED sustainable housing estate. bedZeD (beddington Zero energy 
Development) is the first ecology-friendly housing initiative in the uk. the aim of 
this experimental investment was to verify the idea of a zero fossil energy project.  
Yet, it was necessary to create an enjoyable place to live. bedZeD is a multifunctional 
residential complex with public areas of various types. all facilities are equipped  
with advanced bioclimatic and technical solutions. many years of experience help 
draw and share conclusions and thus contribute to sustainable development. 

Ireland
the film Ireland, Dublin – Ecological building Daintree is about a small architectural team 
Solearth from Dublin that is guided by the principles of sustainable development. 
Daintree is a mixed-use house and office building with space for handcraft, shopping 
and catering services. it is labelled the most sustainable complex in ireland. Time Out 
magazine included it on the list of top five must-see places in Dublin.

Sweden
the subject of waste management is presented in the film Sweden, Linköping – Energy 
production in the closed waste management process. Growing concerns about protect-
ing the air quality with biogas solutions gave rise to waste processing in linköping.  
a multiannual program for organic waste processing envisaged the construction  
of a closed waste management process on the regional and international scale.  
waste has become a vital resource of heat energy and biofuel for the public transport 
vehicles. Social effects of the system are worth highlighting as well.

the other Swedish film presents a futurist vision which is now a fact. Sweden, Stock-
holm – vertical plant growing in cities shows a technology of vegetable cultivation in 
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multifunctional skyscrapers in city centers. the idea of food production in cities has 
to do with various aspects of sustainable urban planning: it reduces transportation 
needs and facilitates the management of waste, water and energy.

Croatia
the best-practice film Croatia, Dubrovnik - Material and immaterial regeneration  
of the historic building Lazareti refers to the regeneration of the first in the world quar-
antine station built in the early 16th century, located just outside the old city walls. 
it was originally built to isolate the ill and prevent plagues from entering the city via 
people on the ships entering its port. in the 19th century the lazareti complex declined 
in importance and was used for various purposes until 1970s. the unstable political 
situation in Croatia caused a further deterioration of the buildings. the urban regener-
ation initiative helped to restore its former glory, this time as a vibrant cultural center.

Malta
malta is a special place on the map of europe. it successfully draws on the eu financial 
resources and allocates a considerable part of them to the regeneration of architectural 
and urban tissue as well as to historic preservation. the film Malta, Cottonera – renewal 
of former docks area is a great example of this policy. Cottonera, or the three cities of 
vittoriosa, Cospicui and Senglei, was intended as a city surrounded by fortifications. 
there were two worlds separated by walls: the industrial world inside the walls and 
the outside reality up to the harbor line, where ships entered the port. the aim of the 
Cottonera waterfront project was to improve accessibility and mobility within the 
harbor, to launch new forms of transport and to create an environment that would 
foster building sustainable communities.

the second film, Malta, La Valetta – regeneration of urban areas by the passenger ferry 
harbor concerns a complex regeneration of two harbors and changing their function 
into recreational boulevards. the waterfront project included newly delineated road 
to the harbor, architectural renewal of valuable but unused buildings, and redevelop-
ment of the lagoon and ferry berths. Given the fact that the city is located high above 
the sea level, 100-meter-high outdoor elevators were designed to link the harbor  
with downtown la valletta. 

Denmark
the selected Danish projects are ecological technical initiatives that incorporate 
modern telecommunication and it solutions. 

the film Denmark, Aarhus – SmartAarhus intelligent city model is a digital reality created 
to solve social, environmental and economic problems and to use in full the potential 
of aarhus. the project is open for cooperation and involvement of many stakeholders. 
it is composed of numerous tasks, including: City pulse – the internet of things, open 
Data aarhus – a portal which offers data access, aarhus Challenges – a platform 
dedicated to social challenges, wi-fi – the largest and coherent wireless networking 
technology in Denmark.
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Denmark, Aarhus – water and sewage management is a film about the drinking water 
shortage in Denmark, which made the authorities implement a groundwater pro-
tection program. it resulted in Denmark’s reaching the leading position in terms  
of water management and supply systems. it needs zero energy for water treatment, 
filtration and processing, and the energy required for its transportation comes from 
renewable resources. 

Denmark has introduced an obligatory urban policy on adapting to climate  
change, mainly with regard to prevention from flood and river bank overtopping.  
the pilot program in lystrup consists of many projects for adapting the infrastruc-
ture to excess water caused by heavy rains. this best practice example is presented  
in the film Denmark, Lystrup – adaptation to climate change.

Italy
films in italy were made in three cities: Syracuse in Sicily, benevento near naples 
and venice. 

Syracuse in a beautiful ancient city, a uneSCo world heritage Site, which in turn 
imposes restrictions for urban regeneration initiatives and investments. after the 
war, the city was affected by a strong economic decline and considerable decrease 
in the population rate. three films show excellent examples of multi-faceted urban 
development. 

in terms of architectural and planning redevelopment, the film Italy, Syracuse – Ortigia 
– architectural and urban regeneration in historic city center presents the transformation 
of deprived areas into attractive places for the inhabitants and tourists; a project 
focused not only on facades and the superficial urban tissue but also on rejuvenating 
the solitary parts of the city background – courtyards and shady corners. it is about 
the revitalization of bottari Square together with the adjoining streets and courtyards. 
the project aim was to delineate a contemporary road on the ancient stenopòs.  
a partly reconstructed original layout of roads helped uncover and make available 
the most precious architectural remnants of the ancient times. the deserted inner 
urban space became a vibrant venue where new initiatives multiply rapidly.

the film Italy, Syracuse – Ortigia, the revival of culture, tradition and education demon-
strates how to restore the significance of culture, history, tradition, and national 
treasures through a competent integration of relevant elements and an application 
of advanced green solutions (reactivation of the historic city theater with the use 
of environment-friendly lighting, humidity absorbers to protect historic paintings, 
etc., or starting up educational center for environmental protection, etc.). one of the 
most evident examples resulting from this strategy is the City theater restaurant  
in Syracuse or the reconstructed il giardino di Artemide in a formerly neglected urban space.

Social and economic revitalization is documented in the film italy, Syracuse – Ortigia, 
socioeconomic regeneration. the successful urban recovery program assumed bringing 
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back and running small businesses by the inhabitants e.g. Il Teatro dei Pupi (puppetry), 
the papyrus museum (cultural and educational center) or gastronomy that promotes 
local products.

a systemic approach to waste management with particular emphasis on selective 
waste collection, together with culture and tourism are the essence of the film italy, 
Benevento – waste management. the film presents an example of a social bridge build-
ing process through a long term urban strategy and an engagement of various social 
groups in ecological activities.
 
the film Italy, Venice – Regeneration of the Arsenal and including former military building 
complex into the tourist structure of the city is about reviving the historical part of ven-
ice, the famous arsenal, a witness of the former naval power and glory. even though 
it lost its military force, it has never ceased to be a special and symbolic venue for 
the venetians. the regeneration project was an attempt to interweave sustainable 
development with history and architectural value of this exceptional place. 

the other film from venice is about social inclusion of wheelchair users in terms of 
public water transportation system. the film Italy, Venice – Social inclusion of the wheel-
chair users in the green water transportation system shows how to link the aspects of 
green transportation, tourism and culture. the gondola in venice is a world-renowned 
brand, so far available only for non-disabled people. the project Gondolas4all ensures 
that people with disabilities gain access to green transport and moreover draws atten-
tion to the necessity of building cities truly for all. Freedom is when you are free to go 
wherever you want, says small nicolo, the main character. his words are the essence 
of the problem under scrutiny and of the film itself. 

Kosovo
interesting yet very different from filming in highly-developed countries was the 
production of three films in kosovo, a country that is undergoing bot a physical and 
institutional renewal.  

after the civil war in 1999 the urban, the economic and social situation was quite 
unstable. the country was in a chaos, land development was coincidental and 
uncoordinated. the united nations interim administration mission in kosovo is 
mandated to help rebuild the infrastructure through spatial planning regulations as a 
key tool for implementing sustainable development principles. the films present the 
results of a decade-long program Making Better Cities Together by un-habitat under 
a participatory planning concept. the methods and tools used in the program can act  
as a model approach to urban planning.

the film Kosovo – participatory planning under the auspices of UN-Habitat – urban public 
space refers to integration and social activation issues. all the actions presented were 
taken with full participation of the inhabitants and un-habitat support. the example 
projects include: the City hall square in the town of elez han (hani i elezit) constructed 
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in the former cement factory destroyed during the war (currently reopened), municipal 
spatial planning redevelopments in the city center of peja/pec that created an urban 
space with a pedestrian priority zone and a plan for a road and a green boulevard  
in Zatra informal housing settlement. 

regeneration connected with environmental protection is the main theme of the film 
Kosovo – participatory planning under the auspices of UN-Habitat – natural environment. 
it highlights the remarkable role of environmental protection in spatial planning. 
examples presented in the film include an investment project which regulated  
the river and now protects the city of ferizaj from flooding. as a result of this project, 
devised under the social participation scheme, the river became a green corridor,  
an attractive public space for entertainment, walking and biking.

the subject of the film Kosovo – participatory planning under the auspices of UN-Habitat 
– renewal of school facilities is social education of children through their engagement 
in planning processes. under the program Making Better Cities Together a spectrum 
of actions were taken to upgrade social education through the involvement of young 
people, teachers and parents in planning processes of school facilities. as a result, 
new sports fields and playgrounds were built in elez han (hani i elezit) school,  
an amphitheater in Junik school area, but also sports and recreation facilities with 
an arena theater for public cultural events, constructed in a former wasteland near 
the school in Xerxe.
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the shape of urban space is determined chiefly by: public administration, 
investors, designers, and planners. their common goal is the good of all, 
but neither their visions, nor the paths leading to reach it are alike.  

the groups share one feature only: reluctance to recognize other viewpoints.
the basis of urban sustainable development is the ability to see the city 
in its entire context that includes the perspectives of all stakeholders.  
pragmatic administration, mercantile investors, demanding and yet public-spirited 
inhabitants as well as designers pursuing a perfect city can be all brought 
together only through a dialogue. in this book we are trying to show how to 
reconcile the necessary with the impossible in order to build sustainable cities.
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